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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introductory Statement»»» The -writer, a Jeanes teaoher in Georgia,
believes that back of the development of the supervisory program of
Jeanes teachers in Georgia, is the financial aid and interest of philan¬
thropic trusts, together -with the support of state euid local government
and other related agencies.
The -writer has been stimulated to make this study because of the in¬
tense interest in this phase of the total educational program since her
entry into the field of supeirvision. Therefore, it -was out of this in^
tense interest emd participation in the program of the Jeanes teacher
that the -writer decided to fulfill the research requirements of her
graduate -work by conducting a historicsil research into the origin, de¬
velopment and contributions of the program of Jeanes Supervision to the
toteil program of education in the State of Georgia,
Rationale,— For-ty-four years ago the first Jeanes teacher began her
rounds in the Southern States* Today Jeanes teachers are foxutd in many
parts of the -world idiere the education of Negroes is concerned. Pro¬
fessional supervision of schools has long been recognised by school
leaders throughout the United States as one of the most, if not the most,
important agency for improving public school instruction and for keeping
teachers in touch -with newly developed methods and dateu The program of
supervision as carried on by the Jeanes teachers constitutes a signifi¬
cant segment of the supervision of the American public schools.
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Statement; of the Problem*—» This is a study of the origin and deyelop-
menb of the supervisory program of Jeanes teachers in Georgia during the
period 1908-1952 as revealed by the Annual Reports of the County
Superintendents« State Department of Education^ IVincipals* Supervisors»
eind the historical reviews and biographical sketches of men and women
who were influential in the origin aiid development of the Jeanes teacher
program in the State of Georgia*
Scope of $tu<ly*— This study concerned itself with the origin and
development of the Jeanes Program of Supervision in Georgia, and covers
the period between 1908-1952* This period was selected because it will
give an overall pictvire of the origin and development of the supenrisory
program of Jeanes teachers in Georgia*
This study was limited because all information needed was not aveiila-
ble through the office of the State Department of Education* There were
many gaps in the statistical records euid reports of the supervisory
program throughout the years*
Purpose of Study*— This study sought to reveal the origin, moti¬
vation, and development of the Jeanes program in Georgia as reflected
through*
1* The enabling legislative encustments and administration policies*
2* The significant factors in the progress of the Jeanes teacher
program*
3* The extent and cooperative efforts between the State Department
of Education of Georgia and the Individual school systems of
Georgia*
4* The increasing number of schools sei*ved, the enrollment of pupils
in the schools served, and the number of teachers being supervised
in those schools*
5* The increases in the operational expenditures during the
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development of the Jeanes teacher program*
6* The significant contributions of influential personalities con¬
nected -with the Jeanes program over the years*
7* The impact of related age33cies in Georgia upon the development of
the Jeanes teacher program for the period* 1908-1962*
SoiH-ces of Data*— The data gathered in this study were collected from
the following sources:
1* Annual reports Of the State Department of Education in Georgia*
2* Annuail reports of the County Superintendents of the 123 counties
employing Jeanes Supervisors*
3* Bulletins by Bobert L* Cousixis* Director of Negro Division of
Education in Georgia*
4* Histories of men and organisations connected with the Jeanes
program in Georgia for the years, 1908-1952*
5* Previous Theses and Dissertations*
Method of Research*— A combination of the Historical and Normative-
Survey Methods of research was used in gathering, presenting, and
interpreting the data pertinent to this problem*
Method of Procedure*— The historical data of this study were gathered
in the Office of the Division of Negro Education, State Department of
Education, Atlanta, Georgia, the office of the Southern Education
Foundation, Atlanta, Georgia, and from interviews with and reports by
leaders connected with the Jeanes Teacher Program from its Incipiency*
In addition, the status-data of the cturent year of 1952-1953 were
gathered throu^ a questionnaire sent to the ninety-three (9S) Jeanes
Supervisors employed in Georgia during the school year of 1952-1953*
The organization and write-up of the assembled data were accomplished
during the second semester of the 1952-1953 school year* The details of
the manifold task of handling the data are outlined below*
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1« The Aouual Reports of the County Superintendents of the 123
counties empleying Jeanes Supeinrisors were studied to secure
information related to the study*
2* The Annual Reports of the State Department of Education were
reviewed to gather data on the state-wide Jeanes Program*
3* Interviews were conducted with importemt contemporary educators*
social leaders, principals, supervisors, together with records
of pertinent comments of these men and women were used in this
study*
4* Specifically designed questionnaire, in the form of check-lists,
was administered to the entire supervisory personnel of the 123
counties emplcying Jeanes Supeirvisors*
5* The returned questionnaires were checked and rechecked, and perti¬
nent data were abstracted for use in this study*
6* Related literature was studied and pertinent data were abstracted
for use in this study*
7* Scores of articles and editorials appearing in current periodi¬
cals were reed and examined in order to gain a knowledge of the
theory and thought of recognised authorities in the field of
supervision*
8* Annotated bibliographies were studied for sources of useful data
to be used in this study*
9* All the data were tabulated and organized into proper tables and
graphs, each of which was analyzed and interpreted*
10* Summary, conclusions and recommendations, were formulated in the
light of the interpreted data and appear in the finished copy of
the thesis*
Value of Study*— The writer hopes that the value of this study will
be as follows* It will provide authentic information which may serve as
a frame-of-reference in evaluating the work of Jeanes teachers in
Georgia; it will present a clear picture of the conditions surrounding
and the activities carried on ly the Jeauaes teacher which will result in
a keener appreciation of the movement; it will reveal a definite picture
of the supervisory program with implications inherent in the Minimum
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Foundation Program and the Extended School I^ogram in Georgia; finally,
the study should point very definitely to probable fruitfulness for a
better instructional program through the utilization of the Jeanes
program and ajay other type of superrisoiy program in genered#
CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
Related Literature*— The survey of the pertinent literature oon-
oerned trith the origin and development of supeinriaion vdiioh has been
found pertinent to this research falls under the following captionss
(l) Impact of the Jeanes Supervisory Program, (2) Philosophy, (S) Ob¬
jectives, (4) OrganijsStion, (5) Historical Background, and (6) Previous
Studies*
Impact of Jeanes Supervisory Program*— Mabel Carney describes the
tremendous impact of the Jeanes Supervisory Program upon the field of
International education in these words:
In the field of International education, Jeanes work has scored
again and early* Its influence in this respect haa been well in
advance of most other centers of Americeoi education* For the past
three decades missionaries and Government Directors of Education
have roamed the South, observing at first hand this lowly, simpli¬
fied, but amazingly sound and effective system of education for re¬
tarded peoples in non-industrlalized areas*
Not only have they come to see, but scores have returned home,
clamoring for the introduction in their own native lands of the
same type of practical supervision and life-related, o<snmunity-
directed teachixig as observed here under Jeanes work* As a result
of this interest, various regions of Africa, the Virgin Islands,
Haiti, Puerto Rico, Mexico, British Guinea, British Honduras,
pairts of South America, as well as cer*tain provinces in both India
Sind China, have all developed modified forms of Jeanes work and
found it effective in meeting their needs*^
Again, speaking of the emphasis placed upon life-related and cran-
munily resource activities by the Jeanes program, Carney states:
Jeanes work has steadily exemplified the life-related, communliy
directed type of educational aotlvl-ty known as "new or modern
1
Mabel Ceurney, Forty Years of Progress in Jeanes Work (Tuskegee,
Alabama, 1949), p* 7*
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education*" It has also exemplified to a remarkable degree all the
best and most approved techniques for Interracial cooperation and
good loill* Truly immeasurable has been the combined total influences
of Jeanes teachers in this direction*^
Philosophy of Supervision*— Many changes have taken place in the
philosopl^ of supervision since its inception*
2
Barr, Burton axxd Breuckner report that*
Supervision at first was largely inspection due to the state of
affairs* Suggestion for improvement were present only indirectly*
Today supervision is greatly affected by the increasing insist into
the aim of education, the relation of education to the society in
which it exists, by the scientific method, emd by the democratic
philosophy*
^ain:
Supervision is the leadership and the developnent within groups
vdiich are cooperatively evaluating the educational product in the
light of accepted objectives of education; studying the teaching¬
learning situation to determine the antecedent of satisfctctory and
unsatisfactory pupil achievement; improving the teaching-learning
situation and evaluating the objectives, methods and outcomes*^
The passages above emphasize the thesis that supervision sho\ild con¬
tribute to the educational program in such a way that the quality of
living will be improved because of it*
Thompson^ in discussing, "So Begins-So Ends the Supervisor's D«y,"
relates that:
1
Mabel Ceu*ney, Forty Years of Progress in Jeanes Work (Tuskegee,
Alabama, 1949), p* 7*
2
A* A* Barr, W* E* Burton, and Leo J* Brueckner, Supervision (New




Ethel Thompson, "So Begins-So Ends the Supervisor's Day," Educational
Leadership (November, 1952), p* 82*
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Supervision is that of helping teachers solve problems in the
teaching-learning situation; the sharing of work and responsibility
with the staff members in improving the program#
Gaumnits^ epitomises the philosophy of supervision, thuslys
Professional supervision of schools has long been recognized
school leaders throughout the United States as one of the most, if
not the most, important agency for improving public school instruc¬
tion and for keeping teachers in touch with newly developed methods
emd procedures#
2
Cook describes the different approaches to supervision in these
words:
Supervision, too, is a broad term used in State school laws
with different meanings# It may refer to administrative or fiscal
functions as well as those concerned with instructions# Inspection
and supervision are sometimes used interchangeably, and the es¬
sential activities of supervision often include both#
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Further, Cook points out the relationship between the superin-
tendenoy and the supervisory procedure thusly:
The present conception of supervision is one of the functions
of the superintendency, involving the improvement of instruction
through growth of teachers professionally rather than through
school inspection, or steindardlzation in its usual interpretation,
is still in the process of development# Yet, in its essence, that
is, in helping teachers to improve instruction, it was one or became
one of the objectives of the school superintendency early in the
history of the office, both city auid State#
4
Objectives of Supervision#— According to B8u*r, Burton and Breuckner
the objectives of supervision are:
1
W# H# Gaumnitz, Status of Rural School Supervision in the United
States in 1935-1936 (Washington, 1937), p# 1#
2
Katherine M# Cook, Supervision of Instruction as a Function of State




A# S# Barr, W# H# Burton, and Leo J# Brueekner, Supervision (New
York, 1947), p# 5#
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Ths ohief objectir© of supervision may be stated in a two-fold
manner, first, to Improve the Teaching Aot as an immediate goal,
anri second, to Incite Teacher Growth as a final aim*
Further, th^ state*
Efficiency, effectiveness and economy in the letirning activities
carried on in the school are the major objectives sought* Primary
concern of aiy systematic educational program is the learning activi¬
ties of those for vbom the school is maintained*^
The conception derived from the statements above is that supervision
should encourage the type of leadership that will tend to help teachers
develop superior qualifications in themselves, and for their pupils
fuller and richer learning experiences*
Frazier in his epitome, "Supervisions’ Goals," says that* "The
objective of supervision is as much expertness in what we ought to do as
_2
in idiat we must*
The passage above infers that supervision should be concerned with
how experienced teachers profit from their day to day experiejaoes, and
how to make the most of the opportunities for teacher growth that sure
already present in every school situation*
Practically all State supervisors eu*e working toward objectives of
two types, those involving general principles to be followed over a
period of y©eu*s, and those definite and specific in character for more
immediate achievement* These objectives with interpretations or
1
A* S* Barr, W* H* Burton, and Leo J* Brueckner, Supervision (New
York, 1947), p* 5*
2
Alexander Frazier, "Supervisions' Goeds," Educational Leadership,
(November, 1952), p* 25*
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applications may be formulated into a superrisory program, including the
philosophy on aAilch they are based, and an outline of definite steps,
with some relation to the order in ■jdiioh they are to be taken, for their
achievement*^
A
Taggart euid Evans in discussing, "Hlhat are the Goals of Supervision
Today," list eleven broad statements as objectives of the present programs
of supervisions
1* To make imerioan public schools an effective means for laaintaiuing
and expending imerioan democratic ideals*
2* To implement a system of guideuioe designed to produce pupils who
are physically and mentally well adjusted and who have sooied
ooapetenoe*
3* To help boys eind girls understand and deal with personal and
social problems which have meaning for them now, so that they mcy,
as adults, be prepared to face issues which will necessarily arise*
4* To develop in pupils those attitudes necesscuy to effective human
relationships, overcoming bigotry, race prejudice, and class
hatred*
5* To develop increasing efficiency in the teaching of skills and
knowledges*
6* To work toward equalization of educational opportunities for all
children*
7* To develop individuals who will be able to live effectively in a
world in which mechanical inventions euad discoveries have made
Imperative the cooperative efforts of all races and nationalities
in a highly independent world*
1
Katherine M* Cook, "Objectives in Supervision," Supervision of
Instruction as a Function of State Departments of Educainon (Washington,
1940), p* 98*
2
Lelia Ann Taggart and Mary C* Evans, "Wiat eure the Goals of
Supervision Today," Leadership Through Supervision (Washington, 1946),
pp* 28-30*
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8* To -work continuously with professional euid lay groups that educa¬
tional problems may be more clearly defined and dealt with, and
that schools may better serve the public*
9* To develop through study and analysis the kind of education needed
by a particular community*
10* To prepare pupils to earn adequate livings in occupations best
suited to individual capacities, and to help them achieve economic
literacy*
11* To develop individuals idio are socially Inventive so that the lag
between technological development and social institutions may be
lessened*
The objectives above are interrelated emd no one of them can stand
alone* Educatiozud leaders have differed in their ratings, but any
rating of a list of educational goals can only be tentative, due to the
current and localized problems which exists*^
Organization of Supervision*— A very sound statement of organization
2
is given by Otto:
Every wortl^ undertaking, if it is to be carried foi^rard effic¬
iently, requires a scheme of operatioxu One of the first things a
leader does is to develop a pleui whereby steps may be taken towsird
sm objective* If leadership operates in terms of demooratio princi¬
ples, such plans are developed in cooperation with the other persons
involved* The result is an organizaticm through sdiioh and within
sdiioh persons operate in discheurglxig their various responsibilities
and contributions to the enterprise*
3
Barr, Burton and Brueckner state that:
Supervisory organization is based upon authority, upon demo¬
cratic principles and upon recognition of the chief aim of the
1
Leila Ann Taggart azid Mary C* Evans, "Vilhat are the Gktals of
Supervision Today," Leeuiership Through Supervision, pp* 30-31*
2
Henry J* Otto, Elementary School Organization and Administration
(Now York, 1944), pp. 304-305*
3
A* S* Barr, Mlliam H* Burton and Leo J* Brueckner, Supervision
(New York, 1947), pp* 77-84*
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school*
The extrinsio-dualistic organization* one type of authoritarian
organization* was so named a long time ago because supervision is
''extrinsic" to the supposedly basic educationed organization* idiich re¬
sults in a dualistio conception of administration cuad supervisioxu^
The line-and staff type of authoritarian organization was set up to
organize a school system idiich accepted principles and practices con¬
cerning learning* the curriculum* the memagement of the classroom* the
desired outcomes* and testing practice which are passing away*
The line officers in a school system Include the superintexident*
assistant superintendents* district or divisional superintendents* princi¬
pals* vice principals* depcu-tment heads* and ary specially appointed
committee chairman or other officer given authority from the head of the
system* Staff officers tire those in charge of service departments and
those in charge of subject departments or other major divisions of the
curriculum*
This organization gives the impression that authority is delegated
down the line from the superintendent* with the school program being
operated by the line officers and the staff officers supplying informa¬
tion and advice*
1
A* S* Barr* William H* Burton and Leo J* Brueokner* Supervision






Th« Tirlter believes that the theory of authoritarian orgaxiisation is
sound* but irhere it is prevalent it is best to set up certain demooratio
principles 'nhioh id.!! help to alleviate the undemocratic aspects*
Otto believes that every school system should have a plan vhereby
the abilities of all available persons are marshalled for use in the
continuous improvement of the educational services in the community*
The constantly changing character of civilisation and the rapid progress
of educational research make it imperative that school system have an
organisation through ehieh professional leadership capacities are released*
developed* and coordinated for the improvement of the educational experi¬
ences provided for the successive groups of children nhich pass through
the schools*^
Barr* Burton and Brueckner state that supervision based upon demo¬
cratic principles should be so organised that the fullest participation
of all concerned* administrators* principals* teachers* any other educa¬
tional workers* pupils* parents* other communliy members* is secured in
2
all aspects of carrying on educational programs*
Moreover* Barr* Burton and Brueckner believe that regardless to the
type of organisation* all programs of activity must be organized around
problems of direct concern to those participating} councils* committees*
conference groups and individual efforts will be organised as needed to
1
Henry J* Otto* Elementary School Organization and Administration
(New York, 1944)* p. 293*
2
A* S* Barr* W* H* Burton and Leo J* Brueckner* Supervision (New
York, 1947)* p* 80*
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serve definite purposes*^
It would appear that the experts are of the opinion that the organi¬
zation of supervision which is based upon democratic principles and upon
recognising the chief aim of the school, is of much value in promoting
results idiich will be effective*
Finally, since there are many organizational schemes for a program of
supervision, it may not be aodss, at this point, to present the organi¬
zation for supearvision as suggested by the State of Georgia, as indicated
in Figure 1, page 16* This orgemirational pattern is believed to meet the
needs for supervisory services in Georgia*
Historical Background*— Oia* present supervisory patterns did not
Just happen* They are the result of a gradual evolution growing out of
2
ovir educational past*
Historically, according to Barr, Burton and Brueokner:
Supervision appeared early* During the 1700*8 committees of
citizens were sppointed to visit and inspect the school plant and
equipment and to examine pupil achievement* Many years later the
idea of inspecting the teachers' methods, criticizing them and
advising them concerning teaching was mentioned* As towns and cities
grew, schools Increased in size until several teachers might be
teaching in one building* The head teacher or principal was then
given administrative duties* In the second quarter of the nineteenth
century, the superintendent of schools appeared* This brought about
considerable opposition from board members due to Jealousy* Because
of this opposition the superintendent yms a minor administrator for
1
A* S* Barr, W* E* Burton euid Leo J* Brueckner, Supervision (New
York, 1947), pp. 3-4*
2
A* F* Myers, et al*. Cooperative Supervision in the Public Schools
(New York, 1942), p* 15*
3
Op* Pit*, p* 3*
Fig, 1 - STAFF ORGANIZATION FOR SUPERVISION OP INSTRUCTION - GEORGIA*
*
Data taken from Supervision of Instruction as a Function of State Departments of Education
Bulletin No, 6, by Katherine M, Cook, »-■
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a long time* However, tod«^, he is the executive-in-chiof of the
school system* Still later, in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, special supervisors appeared, selected usually from the
special teachers of the new subjects then entering the curriculum*
In the words of Ifyers, Kifer, Merry euad Foley*^
Modern supervision grew up largely during the first quarter of
the present century* Prior to this time the functionsof supervision
■were few and -were leirgely general oversight of teaching procedures
and of classroom management*
In the opinion of Jfyers, Kifer, Merry and Foley, oiur teachers of
yesterday were not capable of self-analysis, self-criticism, or self
improvemeixt* We developed 'the kind of super-vision and the amount of
super-vision that -we have today because the teachers were uneducated and




Cook writes of the relationship be-tween the superintendency and
supervision in these -words:
State supervision and the office of the State superintendent or
chief school officer developed early and more rapidly and from
different functions than that of city supervision and the office of
the ci-ty superintendent* The latter grew out of duties assigned to
school boards -tdiioh were concerned, at least in part, -with instruc¬
tion, -whereas -the former grew out of business and clerical duties
since these -were the most nisnerous and important of the fiinctions of
the early State superintendent*
Previous Studies*— Research studies concerned -with related sispects
of the Jeanes Teacher Program have been dons by Daniels, Price, Stegall
1
A* F* liters, L* M* Kifer, Ruth C* Merry and Frances Foley,




Katherine M* Cook, Supervision of Instruction as a Function of
State Depar-tments of Education (Washington, 1941), p* 3*
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and Reeves, eeioh of -which -will be tersely reviewed below*
Robert T* Daniels', study* “An Analysis of the Financial Influences
of Certain Fhilsoithropio Agencies on Negro Education in the South During
1
the First Half of the Twentieth Century," concerned itself -with present¬
ing and analysing the financial aid given to establishing educational
institutions for furthering the education of the Negroes in the southern
United States by certain philanthropic organizations during the twenti¬
eth centxary*
The purpose of this study sought to reveal* (1) the amount of
financial sdd given to southern Negroes for educa-tioxial purposesi (2) the
purposes and aims of the philanthropic agencies in giving edd to Negro
education; (3) the extent to which these purposes and aims were achieved;
(4) the condition under -which aid -was given*
In the light of -the analysis and interpretation of the data of this
thesis, Daniels reached the following conclusions*
1* That as a result of the -wisdom and beneficence of John F* Slater,
John D* Rockefeller, Anna T* Jeanes, cmd Julius Rosenwald, the
Philanthropic organizations -tdiich they founded were instrvunental
in expending educational facilities axad making possible educational
opportunities to many Negroes in the southern states of the United
States*
2* Many grants made to Negro educational institutions called for
"matching fimds" from other sources* These grants helped these
institutions to obtain supplementary support and to improve their
physical cuid financial resources*
3* The Jeanes Fund, through the "Jeanes teachers" -was Instrumental in
Initiating attempts to rela-te community needs to education*
4* The state and county depar-tments of education more fully realized
1
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that the ultimate responsibility for education of its Negro popu¬
lation rests upon the State* and more control and supervision are
being exercised by these departments of education*
5« Due to the methods of administering aid to Negro schools* the
relationship between the white and Negro groups has been improved*
6* As a result of aid from these philanthropic organisations* the
ninnber of high schools increased* the school attendance has
doubled* the number of teacher-training institutions has increased*
the length of the school term in the elementary and high schools
has been extended* and students have been better equipped vocation¬
ally to become productive members of their oommunties*
Ada Lee Price's studyt "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision
in Georgia* h1 concerned itself with the story of the beginning and growth
of Jeanes Supervision in Georgia up to 1944* the purposes and programs
of Jeanes Supervision in Georgia* and examples or case studies of Jeanes
supervising activities in Georgia* This study revealed that the purposes
and programs of Jeanes supervising activities from 1908 to 1944 were as
follows}
1* To include in each day's program of school activities some activity
that might come under the humble heading of ''manual work*"
2* To use those everyday things of life found at one's door*
3* To interest the parents in the work of their children*
4* To use communi-ty resources*
5* To secure the good will and support of patrons of the school as
well as the oomnunity* both idiite end Negro*
6* To improve class instruction* and professional attitudes and
ideals of the teaching persozmel*
7* To improve school organization and management* and school community
relationsh ips*
1
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Alma Lirline Stegall in« "A Critical Analysis of the Pre-and In-
service Education of Jeanes Supervisors in Georgia* 1937-1947, found
the following significant facts:
The major purposes of this study were:
1* Data revealed that the total number of Jeanes supervisors em¬
ployed in Georgia at the time of this stu^ was begun was 85, all
of idiom were women* They were employed for 12 months and earned
a median salary of |2,716«17* Over 60 per cent of the total
number were married* The median ago of the supervisors was
approximately 36 years*
2* There was a wide vcuriation in the number of schools emd teachers
supervised* This indicated that a wide difference existed among
the supervisors in terms of load and responsibility*
3* The schools supervised in Georgia were for the most part of the
one-and two-teacher type* Only 15*7 per cent of the total number
of schools supervised consisted of five teachers euid more*
4* The training of teachers was very low, as revealed by the fact
that 40 per cent of them had not advanced beyond one year above
the high school level*
5* Sixty per cent of the Jeanes supervisors held the master’s degree
and all of -tiie supervisors held the bachelor’s degree or its
equivalent* All of the supervisors held both a supervisor’s
certificate and a teachers certificate in the state of Georgia*
6* The median number of years of teachix^g experience of the super¬
visors was 8*6* The nisnber of years experience in supervision
was comparatively small, due probably to the rapidly expemding
program of supervision in Georgia*
Jenoy Hubert Reeves in her study of, "The Influence of The Jeanes Fund
2
upon Rural Education for Megroes in Georgia," was concerned with
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tracing the developnent and growth of the work of the Jeanes Supervisors
in Georgia and its influence on supervision* The major purposes of this
study were:
1* To present a knowledge of conditions and activities which would
stimulate increased cooperation in exteziding the program to areas
non-eupervised*
2* To present the historical background leading to the initiation
and development of the work in Georgia shovdng the influence of
benefactors contributing to its early development* in order to
make a clearer picture of purposes and accomplishments of the
work of Jeanes supervisors in Georgia*
There was only one ree<xnmendatlon which was stated thusly:
1* That a closer affiliation should be effected between the higher
institutions of leenrnixig and the Jeanes work*
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Origin of the Jeaaes Teacher Movement in georgla*— Historically,
the Jeanes work began when financial stimulation for the program was
provided by Miss Anna T* Jeanes, a Quaker lady of Philadelphia* Miss
Jeanes, sole heir of her family's fortune, manifested her interest in
Negro education in Georgia by a gift to the Fort Valley Normal euad,
Industrial School, Fort Valley, Geosgia.^
During the summer of 1902, Mr* James H* Torbert, Vice Principal and
Treasurer of Fort Valley Normal and Industriad Institute, cmd his
quartette visited Miss Jeeines and other cottagers at Lake George, New
York, and entertained them with renditions of Negro spirituals, which
they very highly enjoyed*
George Foster Peabody, a Georgia born Philanthropist, on his return
to his home at Lake George, learned from Mrs* Royal C* Peabody, his
sister-in law, that the residents had been highly entertadned by a very
well-liked, highly intelligent Negro and his quartette singers from Fort
Valley Normal and Industrial Institute of Fort Valley, Georgia* He,
also, was told that Mr* Torbert desired to see him and cm interview ims
arranged* As a result of this interview, Mr* Peabody later became a
member of the Board of Trustees of the Fort Valley School, which is now
Port Valley State College*^
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In the courses of his inquiries as to the sources of the gifts to
Fort Valley, Mr* Peabody's Tisitor mentioned that a Miss Anna T* Jeanes,
a Quaker lady of Philadelphia, had given him a check for $5,000* This
gift greatly impressed Mr* Peabo(i^, and in writing to Dr* Hollis B*
Frissell, Principal of Hampton Institute, he related this fact and advised
Dr* Frissell to try to see Miss Jeanes on his next visit to Philadelphia*^
Quite a little time elapsed before Dr* Frissell acted on this sug¬
gestion cmd then on visiting Philadelphia and finding the people whom he
expected to see "out," he then thought of Miss Jeanes* He went to the
given address to find the house closed axid in charge of a caretaker* The
latter directed him to an address in the suburbs of Philadelphia, a
boardixig home. Miss Jesines had founded for the hcmieless Hioksite Quakers,
in idiioh institution she also made her home*
Wien Dr* Frissell seiid he was frcan Hampton, Miss Jeanes' reply was
2
as follows:
Yes, I know all about Hampton, and I won't give any money to
that* But I want to hear about the poor little Negro cabin one-
teacher rural schools* Can thee tell me about these schools? I
want to know about them*
Dr* Frissell was very glad to do this and as he concluded his story.
Miss Jeanes rose, saying she wished to give him a check to further the
■work of this "type of school in the vicini-ty of Hampton* This he
promised to do, expecting a check for $100, and was speechless with
* 3
surprise idien she handed him a check for $10,000*
1
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Sometime later after Mr« Peabody, who was also Treasurer of the
General Education Board, wrote a letter to Miss Jeanes thanking her for
the gifts to Hampton and Tuskegee that had been tiurned over to him as
Treasurer of these institutions, and suggested that if she chose, the
General Education Board, being a chartered organization with the educa¬
tional fields of the whole country in which to work, was in a position
to receive sind expend funds efficiently auid in a wisely designated
manner, and would be glad to assume responsibility for any gift she might
make, and he would be glad to call on her to explain the situation,^
It was several weeks later before a response to his letter was re¬
ceived* In it Miss Jeanes stated that she did not feel like writing or
talking to a stranger, but had waited to talk with Dr* Frissell about
the contents of Mr* Peabody's letter* He had explained it all to her
very satisfactorily and she was ready to turn over to the General
2
Education Board the sum of |200,000* This she did*
In 1907, to the displeasure of her lawyer. Miss Jeanes determined
that she would set eiside a fund consisting of income bearing securities
for the furthering and fostering of rudimentary education in smedl Negro
rural schools* She fixed the amount at a million dollars and stipulated
that Mr* 'William H* Taft, Mr* Andrew Carnegie, Dr* Hollis B* Frissell,
Dr* Booker T* Washington, Mr* George Foster Peabody, cuad any others they
1
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wished, should oozistitute a Board of Trustees*^
■When she was ready to turn over the securities she sent for Dr*
Frissell, Dr« Washington and Mr* Peaboc^ to receive them from her in
2
person*
On the appointed day these three men presented themselves at the
appointed time* Miss Jeanes called to their attention the gifts that she
had given them and when they expressed their thanks, the Negro Rural
School Fund came into existence with these words of Miss Jeanes: "Thee
does not need to thank me* It is I who needs to thank thee, and I
didn't do it to save my soul from Hell, either*
An extract of the deed of trust^ for the Jeanes Fund reads:
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That I, Anna T* Jeanes, of the
city of Philadelphia, trusting and believing in the practicable and
far reaching good that may result from the moral and elevating influ¬
ence of rural schools for Negroes in the Southern States, taught by
reputable teachers, do hereby make, constitute and appoint Booker T*
Washington, of Tuskegee, Alabama, and Hollis B* Frissell, of Hampton
■Virgixiia, and their successors in the trust appointed or created as
hereinafter directed, the Trustees of an endowment fund in perpetuii^
of one million dollars (|1,000,000), which is hereby created, to be
known as "The Fund for Rudimentary Schools for Southern Negroes,"
the income whereof shall be devoted to the sole purpose of assisting,
in the Southern United States, oommuni'ty, country and rural schools
for the great class of Negroes, to whom the rural and community
schools alone are available •• • •
In consideration of the premises, therefore, I hereby give,
grant transfer, set over and assign unto ssdd Booker T* Washington
1
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the Trust absolutely, all and every, of the securities and cash set
forth speoifioally in the list hereunto annexed and made a part
hereof, marked 'Exhibit A.'
In trust nevertheless for the following uses and purposes{ In
trust to keep the said fund invested in United States Government
bonds or bonds of -^e States of Fonnsylvania, Hew York, Alabama,
Virginia, Massachusetts, Marylsuid and Missouri and of any City in
said States having a population of five hundred thousand or more
inhabitants, and after the payment of all necessary expenses, to
apply the net incrane towards the maintenance and assistance of com¬
munity, country and rural schools for colored people in the Southern
United States*
• • • And I direct that such Board apply the income upon said
fund in like manner solely towards the maintenance and assistance of
rural, community and country schools for the Southern Negroes and
not for the use or benefit of large institutions, but for the
purpose of rudimentary education as herein before referred to euid to
promote peeu>e in the land and good will among men*
IN WITNESS MEREOF I have hereunto set ny hand and seal this 22nd
day of April, A* D*, 1907*
(Signed) Anna T* Jeanes (Seed)*
The operation of Idle Jeanes Fund for its initial years is described
thuslyj
When the board undertook this Trust in February, 1908, neither
member had any definite idea as to -vdiat should be done or how it
should be done* During the first few years of the Fund, the greater
part of its appropriations were spent for salaries of industrial
teachers teaching Industrial work in some school, for the extension
of school terms, for the supplementing of salaries of the rural
school teachers, and in a few cases for buildings and equipment and
for maintenance of summer schools for teachers*^
2
Caliver writes of the early years of the Jeanes Fund:
The Jeanes movement was stairted in 1908 by Mr* Jackson Davis,
at that time Superintendent of Schools in Henrico County, Virginia,
1
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'nhen he presented the idea to Dr* Dillard* Mr* Davis had observed
the success with which one of his teachers^ Miss Virginia Randolph*
applied the simple educational principle of using the material at
hand to meet the teaching needs of the olassroou* It was not
recognized at the time* but it was probably among the first appli¬
cations of the principles of the currently popular resource-use
education and experience curriculum development*
The vision of and the enthusiasm for the significance and possibili¬
ties of the Jeanes Teacher Program which gripped Mr* Jackson Davis in
the early years of the birth and development of the idea are protrayed
in the letters of Dr* Jackson Davis* Superintendent of Henrico Public
Schools* Virginia* to Dr* James E* Dillard* Chairman* Boeird of Jeanes
Fund* iNhioh are reproduced below*
HENRICO PUBLIC SCHOOLS^




Dr* James H* Dillard* Chairmcua of the Board
of the Jeanes Fund for Negro Education.
Dear Sir*
I am anxious to make industrial training an essential part of the
work in the Negro schools of Henrico County* During the past session I
have tried to interest oiir Negro teachers in this kind of work* and their
response and cooperation has been so general as to lead me to believe
that next session would be a most favorable time to begin the work in a
systematic way* Maty of the schools have organized Improvement Leagues
in their communities and have made the school buildings end groxuids more
attractive in many ways* They have also made a beginning with various
kinds of hand work* such as sewing* making baskets of white-oak* mats of
corn shucks* fishing nets* brooms* etc** in every case using materials
already at hand* They have gotten homes in sane communities to agree to
allow school children to come in at certain times each week for lessons
in cooking*
1
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The local board has become interested and -will In one oommuni-ty
consolidate their one-room Negro schools and erect a suitable
building mcdntaining a graded school -with equipment for industrial
work* We irould like to have in one counly two teachers to supervise and
direct the industrial vork, going from school to school, meeting pupils
and teachers*
While I have no doubt but that this movement would prove successful
and would be a long step towards giving the Negro a true education, our
local board feels that this year it can do no more than erect the
building I spoke of, the demands of all the schools being unusually
heavy just at this time* I therefore request your Board to assist us if
possible in getting this work begim in our Negro schools* I believe
that, if you would allow us the pay of two teachers for next session,
the work would become self-sustaining ed’ter one year*
I may add that Dr* S* C* Mitchell and Dr* E* B* Frissell are
cusquainted with our vrork*









Mr* James H* Dillard,
New Orleans, Louisiana*
Dear Sirt
I have received your letter of the 28th and am very glad to know
that you are interested in our work* We should be very glad indeed for
you to provide one highly competent industrial teacher to be located at
the consolidated school that will be erected this summer* This will be
our largest colored school and will be the best center from which to
1
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influence the others* I hope very much that you will be able to help us
to this extent* as I believe we would get excellent results*
If you will be in Richmond aiiy time soon* I shall be very glad to
talk over the work with you more fully*








Dr* James E* Dillard*
Saluda* N* C*
Dear Dr* Dillard:
I am very glaid to know from your card that your board will pay the
salary of an industrial teacher in this county for this year* I hope to
have the teacher begin her work within a few days and shall report
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Dr« Jeuaes H* Dillard
Dear Dr« Dillardt
I have secured Miss Virginia £• Bandolph (oolored)« 813 Moore Streetf
Richmond, as the industrial teacher for the Negro schools in the couniy,
end her work in. this field began today* I think we are fortunate in
securing her, as she has had twelve yeiurs experience in the public
schools, and in her own school she has accomplished many of the results
in industrial work that we now hope for in all the schools* She
possesses common sense and tact in an unusual degree and has the oonfl>
dense of all idio know her, both among tdiite people and those of her own
rsioe*
Her salary is forty dollars a month (four weeks), and I would like to
ask you how you wish to pay her, idiether by direct check to her or
through our School Board* I should also be glad if you would let me




From the above letters it can be seen that in October, 1908 there
was at work the first Jeanes Teacher* This first Jeanes Teacher was Miss
Virginia E* Randolph of Richmond, Virginia*
The idea was conteigious and soon spread to other counties and other
states*^ Georgia readily became attracted and introduced Jeanes
Supervision into the state the same year it was first established in
1908*^
State Legislation Authorising the Program in Georgia*— The develop¬
ment of the Jeanes Program in Georgia, as reflected in the legislative
enactments, is shown below in the laws and regulations of the respective
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years*
la Law of 19081 The state became attracted and introduced Jeanes
Supervision into the state*
2* Law of 1910t The state ruled that comities with fewer than ten
teachers were not eligible for the program*
3* Law of 1913: recognised 'tiie need of and provided for a State Agent
and an assistant State Agent*
4* Law of 1917: The state discontinued State Agents and employed
Jeanes Industrial Teachers*
5* Law of 1919: provided for the use of a State Worker again*
6* Law of 1926: The state approved of Mr* Walter B* Hill as State
Agent of Negro schools*
7* Law of 1930: approval of Mr* J* C* Dixon as State Agent to fill
vacancy left by Mr* Hill*
8* Law of 1931: provided for an assistant State Agent and appointed
Mr* Robert L* Cousins for the positioxu
9* Law of 1935: Recognised the value of a Negro State Worker, and
appointed Mrs* Helen A* Whiting* former instructor of Tuskegee
Institute as State Supervisor of Negro Elementary schools*
10* Law of 1937: The state appointed Mr* Robert L* Cousins as
Director of Negro Education -aMch position he still holds*
11* Law of 1939: Provided for a state supervisory fund*
12* Law of 1949: Provided state-aid for employment of not more than
one Jeanes Supervisors for a system and a minimum of forty
teachers*
13* Law of 1950: Provided travel allowance for Jeanes teachers*
• Law of 1951: recognized the need of an approved of Dr* Laurence E*




Factors 1/i/hieh Influenced the OrlRiru-- The schools provided Negroes
at the turn of the century,^ especially in rural areas where most of the
Negroes lived* were generally housed in dilapidated and poorly equipped
buildings* Many schools were conducted in abandoned idiite schools or in
privately owned structures* such as lodge halls* churches* and cabins*
Sometimes three or four teachers attempted to carry on classes in the
same room* without maxff’ of the necessary facilities*
These facts had a real bearing on the education of the Negro and in
rural centers it was a problem of great importance* Everyone conversant
with the situation felt that these citizens and potential citizens should
2
receive the fundamentals of education*
Chief State school officers* county superintendents of schools* and
other educational leaders interested in improving the rural schools
devoted themselves over a long period of years to efforts to extend to
schools of rural and sparsely settled communities professional supers
vision and instruction*
Another factor in promoting the rise of the Jeanes Teacher IVogram was
that teachers employed in the schools of rural communities had little
training* tended to be less mature and a large proportion of them were
beginners in the profession*®
These handicapping conditions of inadequate training pointed to
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crucial social and economic problems with -nhioh a democratic society and
democratic education were vitally concerned.^
Gaumnitz^ states that:
The Jeanes supervising teachers have promoted many diverse
enterprises, but tiieir most important contributing factors have
been in stimulating and encouraging the colored people to become
interested in better schools, and in soliciting and maintaining
the cooperation of local idiite people in a program of educational
development for Negroes*
Individuals TBio Were Influential*— Georgia approved of Mr* George D*
2
Goddard as the first State i^ent for Negro schools in 1913* During the
seme year Miss ^denah Marcus was approved of as the first State Worker
for Negro schools* Miss Marcus remained State Worker until the school
term 1916-17, at which time Mrs* Clara Scott came into the position*
Mr* Goddard held his position until 1924*
In 1917-18, the State Worker was discontinued, and the state employed
various Jeanes Industrial Teachers, as they were called, to give
different demonstrations in county-wide Institutes* This was done for
the benefit of helping teachers with instruction as the level of training
and certification of teachers had not been considered or defined*
A State Worker was again employed in 1919-20* She was Mrs* Lydia
Davis Thornton idio served until the school term 1924-25* She was
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succeeded by Mrs# M* E* Walker tAio retaained in the program for one year*^
Mr* Goddard resigned as State ^ent of Negro schools in 1924* and
was succeeded by Mr* Walter B* Hill* Mr. Hill was very much concerned
about the development and growth of Negro education, especially in rursil
counties* Therefore, he worked diligently to convince county superin¬
tendents of the value of Jeeuies Supervision and wsis successful because
2
many counties began accepting the idea*
Mr* J* C* Dixon succeeded Mr* Walter B* Hill as State igent in 1930,
with Mr* Robert L* Cousins appointed assistant to Mr* Dixon*
Mr* Dixon and Mr* Cousins worked untiringly in the endeavor to set
up a more orgsuiized and sustained program in Jeanes Supervision for the
betterment of Negro education in Georgia* By 1935 the higher state
officials became convinced of the value of a Negro State worker and
readily appointed Mrs* Helen A* Whiting, a former instructor of Tuskegee
Institute and more recently a Jeeuses Supervisor of Warren County, Georgia,
as State Supervisor of Elementary Schools in Georgia*
As State Supervisor of Elementary Schools in Georgia, Mrs* Whiting
stressed a joint effort to develop demonstration and student-teaching
centers with the sdiools observing and working toward standards set by
them* Einphasis wets placed on child development, child study and
guidance, life-related teaching incorporating community effort, state
1
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Ur* Dixon had long felt the need of the improvement of the livea of
the Negro, especially in small rural communities* He felt that there
was not a better way of directly reaching this condition and doing some¬
thing about it than through a competent and well organized program of
Jeanes Supervision* Therefore, he was quite influential in the develop¬
ment and maintenance of the progrsun*
Ur* Dixon resigned the position of State Agent for Negro Schools in
Georgia on January 1, 1937 to accept the position of Riiral Director of
the Julius Rosenwald Fund in Chicago* Hie was succeeded as State Agent
2
by Ur* Robert L* Cousins on the same date*
Cooperating Agencies and Their Contributions*-- The development of
the Jeemes plan is really an accumulation of the contributions of, and
was greatly promoted by six educational foundations,^ namely, (1) the
Jeanes Foundation, (2) the Slater Fund, (3) the General Education Board,
(4) the Julius Rosenwald Fund, (5) the Phelps-Stokes Fund, and (6) the
Carnegie Corporation*
4
The Jeanes Fund, established by Anna T* Jeanes, was for the purpose
of assisting rural education in the South, aind local rural communities
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to assume their obligation in the education of colored children*^ One
measure of success appeeurs in Table 1, page 35, nhich shows the pro¬
portion of the salaries of Jeeuies Supervisors paid by the Jeanes Fund
and from public funds in 1913-14 and 1951-1952*
The Jeanes Fund had been used to pay part of the salary of a Negro
woman referred to as a "Jeanes Supervisor," "Jeanes Teacher," or
"Visiting Teacher," for as maiv counties as could be interested in the
work* These Jeanes teachers have dozie and are doing a type of work
vdiioh is probably as importemt, if not more important them any other
2
personed contribution in the field of education*
Progress of the Jeanes program in Georgia is evidenced by a report
made by the Division of Negro Education for the biennium beginning
3
July 1, 1946, and ending June 30, 1948, which reports the following
achievement for this two-year period* In order to plsoi and implement a
program of in-service education, both regional and state-wide conferences
of all Jeanes supervising teachers are held annually*
Another significant achievement of the association of Jeanes teachers
in Georgia, has been the acquiring in 1946 of a war surplus building and
its conversion into a cottage at Camp John Hope, located near Fort Vall^*
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TABLE 1
PERCENTAlSE OF SALARIES OF JEANES TEACHERS PAID BY THE
JEAHES FUHD AHD FRCM PUBLIC FUNDS IN
1913-14 AND 1951-52
Jeaues Public Ueaues Public
Fund Fund Fund Fxuid
1913-1914 1951-1962
*1Vith liquidation of the Jeanes Fund the total Salary of
Supervisors is paid by the State of Oeorgia*
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Under the auspices of the Georgia Committee on Elementary Education,
five Negro colleges cooperated with the Jeanea Program to develop, over
a three-year period, (1946-1948), sc»ne excellent elementary schools to
be used as observation centers* The State Consultant, Mrs* Maenelle D*
Dempsey, served as co-ordinator of this project*^
2
Many school conmunities have organised School Improvement Societies
under the leadership of the <Jeanes teachers and these orgemizations have
contributed tremendously toweird the building up of a desire for and a
belief in education on the part of the Negro citizens* These organiza¬
tions have actually raised millions of dollars for the improvement of
their school facilities such as repairs to old buildings or erection of
new buildings; increase of teachers' salaries; purchasing of new
teaching materials and equipment; erection of sanitary toilets; beauti¬
fying school grounds; providing hot lunches; and buying school buses for
transportation*
4
The John F* Slater Fund was established for the development of edu-
oationsil facilities for Negroes* In the beginning the Slater Fund gave
attention to the development of larger and better schools in each counly
to serve as a model for the county; and, in turn, serve as the training
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centers •sriiich better prepared teachers would receive adequate training
for work in the smaller elementary schools of the county.^
During the later years of the Slater Fund's existanoe the Board made
a change in its policies so as to include colleges end collegians as its
beneficiaries* This change marked a great forward step in the education
of the Southern Negro*
The Slater Fiind encovuraged and iirterested other philemthropio
agencies in the education of the Negro in the Southern States*^
In 1937, the Slater Fund was consolidated with the Peabody Education
Foundation, The Virginia Randolph Fund, and the Jeanes Fund to form tdiat
is known as the Southern Education Foundation, whose office is located
in Atlanta, Georgia*
A
The General Education Board, established by Mr* John D* Rockefeller,
had for its purpose the promotion of education within the United States
of Anerica, without distinction of reuse, sex, or creed*
Frcan its establishment in 1902 to 1928, the Board appropriated
nearly 119,000,000^ for Negro education* During the same period Negro
rural schools. State Agents for Negro education, homemakers' clubs, and
1
Robert T* Daniels, "An Analysis of the Influence of Certain
Philanthropic Agencies on Negro Education in the South During the First
Half of the Twentieth Century*" (Unpublished M*A* Thesis, School of










oouitty training schools received $1,000,000, $1,000,000, $1,300,000
and $1,300,000, respectively*^
The year 1919 uras the beginning of the period of marked expansion
and Improvemezit in public schools* The Board cintlnued to support
2
State ^ents for rural schools*
The Julius Rosenwald Fund^ idiioh was initiated by Mr* Julius Rosenwald
himself came into being October 30, 1917, provided that the income
frcxQ that Fund was to be used to aid schools for Negroes, to lengthen the
school term Euid to establish libraries*
For the first few years after its incorporation, the work of the
Rosenwald Fund was almost entirely that of erecting buildings for Negro
rxu*al schools in the South* From 1912 to 1920 the Fund was most ef*
fective in stimulating the Negroes and the public of the South to build
4
school buildings for Negroes*
The Rosenwald Fuxid in cooperation with southern states and counties
during the period of 1912-1920, built 5,357 rural schools for Negroesj
awarded 66 fellowships for advanced training to Negroes; contributed
$3,000,000 in the field of race relations, including contributions to the
1
Robert T* Daniels, "An Aosilysis of the Influence of Georgia
Philanthropic .Agencies in Negro Education in the South During the First




Elisabeth C* Staith, "A Study of the Development of Georgia Public
Schools, 1900-1950*” (Unpublished M*A* Thesis, School of Education,
Atlanta University, 1952), p* 36*
4
Robert T* Daniels, 0£* eit*, p* 36*
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Bureau for Intercultural Education*^
2
The Phelpe-Stokea Fund wm created in 1909 for the purpose of pro¬
viding additional salaries for Jeanes teachers in the South and to es¬
tablish Felloirships for the study of the Negro question at the University
of Georgia* The fund also financed a worker in the Bureau of Education
by giving expert advice to schools and keeping before the public the
educational needs of the Negrot
3
According to Hobert Lester:
The Carnegie Corporation gave financial encouragement to the
work of the Jeanes eind Slater Funds* endoiv.ents and other grants
to Hampton and Tuskegee as centers for training Jeanes teachers*
and then undertook* with the local government authorities to
extend the best results of experience in the United States to
certain of the British Colonies* In so doing it brought into ex¬
istence for the first time a series of schools created primarily
for the purposes of training Jeanes teachers*
4
In further commenting on the work of the Carnegie Fund* Lester
states:
Fr(»i 1904 when Mr* Carnegie made his first gift to the Southern
Education Board* through 1938* there was not a year in viiioh
Carnegie funds were not expended on enterprises edfeoting directly
the promotion of the Jeanes teacher principle*
Relationship of Jeemes Program With Other Educational Foundation*—
In this whole area of the relationship of the Jeanes Program with other
1
Robert T* Daniels* "An Analysis of the Influence of Georgia
Philanthropic Agencies in Negro Education in the South During the First
Half of the Twentieth Century*" (Unpublished M*A* Thesis* School of
Education* Atlanta University* 1951}* p* 4*
2
Elisabeth C* Snith* "A Study of the Development of Georgia Public
Schools* 1900-1950*" (Unpublished M*A* Thesis* School of Education*
Atlanta University* 1952)* pp* 36-36*
3




Educational Foundations or Agencies* such as: the Cancer Foundation* the
Tuberculosis Association* Health Agencies* etc** there has been a con->
tinuing reeognitlAn and acknowledgment of the significant contribution
of the Jeanes Program in each of these state^vdde programs* Typical of
this recognition and acknowledgement of the contribution of the Jeanes
Program to other programs are the folloeing excerpts of letters from
respdnsible hes^ds of these foundations*
In recognition of the fine contribution made by the Jeanes teachers
in Georgia to the Ameriocui Cancer Foundation's program* Mr* Ebianuel
Twrites*^
Prior to May 28* 1949 there was little or no organized Cancer
Control Program for the Negro population in the state of Georgia*
During the same period* the colored citizens of Georgia contributed
comparatlTely little during the annual fund-raising campaign* This
does not mean* however* that the Negroes of Georgia failed to
receive free diagnosis and treatment at the State Aid Clinics*
Since the organization of a Colored Division as of Ms^ 28* 1949*
organized Units of the American Cancer Society has grown from one*
which was organized between May 28 and August 31* 1949 to more than
120 as of June 15* 1953* During this time* close to one million
pieces of educational literature has been distributed to this group*
Educational films have been shown to more than 25*000 persons* Free
clinical transportation* narcotics* free clinical diagnosis and
treatment have been furnished to several hundred other persons*
Many of the financial biurdens which cancer so often Imposes upon
victims and their families have been relieved through the operation
of a Gift Loan Closet which is stodked with articles from tooth
paste to hospital beds and wheel chairs*
This degree of success which the Colored Division has attained
is largely the result of the annual support of the Jeanes Super¬
vising Teachers in Georgia* In most coimties* the Cancer Control
program has been made a part of the schools* activities* This
includes the showlzig of films and the distribution of literature as
1
Letter from Mr* John W*Bnanuel (Colored Division* Georgia Division*
American Cancer Society* Atlanta* Georgia* June 30* 1953)*
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well as special projects by local Jeanes teachers*
As a result of the support received from the Jeanes teachers in
Georgia, the annual campaign donations from the Negro citizens have
risen from less than |2,000 per year to more than |20,000 annually*
Any future success that the Colored Division may attain in all
phases of the Society's program will be leurgely the result of the
continued cooperation euad support of the Jeanes teachers in Georgia*
Mr* Walker Williams writes of the relationship of the Jeanes teachers
in Georgia to the Tuberculosis Association thuslyt^
For more than 15 years there has been a warm and cooperative
working relationship between the Jeanes Supervisors under the
Department of Education and the Georgia Tuberculosis Association*
The Jeanes Supervisor has been the "key" and very often the
only "key person" with which the association has worked with in
carrying out the tuberculosis educational program* They have been
always ready to give their services in working toward improved
health in their communities*
The Georgia Tuberculosis Association and many of its locals have
financially sponsored Jeanes Supervisors to attend summer workshops
in health education at the University of Michigan and other schools*
They in turn have returned with enriched leeo'ning experiences, new
techniques, and methods that is of value to them in their instruc¬
tional work in health, sind the work of the tuberculosis association*
Many of the local Tuberculosis Associations still pay the expense of
the Jeanes Supervisor to her sumueJ. conference*
It is largely through the Jeanes Supervisor that the association
has been able to initiate the tuberculosis educational programs in
the schools of Georgia*
Cooperation with State and other agencies, including lay and professional
organizations, is emphasized by supervisors; and many organized operating
2
relationships with such agencies exists*
1
Letter from Mr* Walker Williams (Georgia Tuberculosis Association,
Atlanta, Georgia, June 29, 1953)*
2
Robert M* Lester, The Corporation and the Jeanes Teacher (New York,
1938), p* 19*
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Katherine Cook,^ in describing the multiple task of the Jeanes
teacher writes:
In promoting wider understanding of the State Department's
program for improvii^g instruction among educators and laymen, in
explaining changing practices of the department, and in promoting
improved school conditions generally, superviscrs eure called upon
and usually welcome the opportunity to address professlonsil and lay
groups* Teaching in summer schools, conducting sections devoted to
education in conferences of lay organisations, and the like aire
conuQonalty reported activities of supervisors over the state*
They cooperate with State teachers associations in curriculum
revision, with superintendents in conferences for the discussion
of programs worked out in cooperation with State branches of the
ibnerioan Association of School Superintendents*
The parent-teacher associations, labor trade organizations and
farm organizations have the cooperative, relationship of supervisors*
Jecuaes Supervision in Georgia Counties*— As soon as Jeanes
Supervision was introduced in the State of Georgia in 1908, the first
five counties to empl(^ Jeanes Supervisors were Cherokee, Grady, Laiu*ens,
Doughtery, and Putnam*
Table 2, page 43 reveals that two years later this number increased
from five to fifteen, but the year 1911 showed a decrease in that one
county dropped frtrnt the list* This was due to the ruling that counties
with fewer than ten teachers were not eligible for Jeanes Supervision*
2
Cherokee did not measure up to this requirement*
Table 3, page 44 shows the distribution of the total number of Jeanes
Supervising Teachers employed annually in Georgia counties between
1
Katherine M* Cook, Supervision of Instruction as a Function of State
Departments of Education (Washington, 1941),' p» 3*
2
Ada Lee Rrice, "A Study of the History of Jeaines Supervision in
Georgia*" (Unpublished M*A* Thesis, School of Education, Heunpton
Institute, 1944), pp* 13-14*
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTIOH OP TEE NUMBER OF COUNTIES EMPLOYING JEAHES












Ada L* Price, "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision in
Georgia*^ p* 44*
1908-1953*
Du]*lng this period there was a rise and fall in the counties where
Jeanes Supervision work had been established and also in the further ex¬
pansion of the work* This was due to the fact that vhen the work was
steu'ted in 1908, the Jeemes Fund was solely responsible for the mainte¬
nance of the program, but as the program proved its value, it was felt
that the coimties should share the responsibility of the support*^ This
1 —
Ada Lee Price, "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision in
Georgia*" (Ui^ublished M*A« Thesis, School of Education, Hampton
Institute, 1944), p* 15*
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF JEANES TEACHERS EMPLOYED
















Statistics taken from the Office files of the State Department of
Education for the period 1908-1952•
idea met -with approval; therefore* the counties became responsible for
both the Jeanes Fund and the county funds* During this period there were
times when some counties felt that they were not financially able to
malnteiin the program* and it was discontinued at such times* Later when
they felt able to maintain the program* it would be re-established* At
times a superintendent would propose that the program be dropped for a
year to enable him to drop an unqualified or poor worker without local
45
friction*
Some counties were reluctant to accept the program because of preju**
dice or lack of finance with which to carry it* In 1937-1938 the
program began to expcuid* axui at the same time the state began allotting
teachers to counties and began paying them according to their qualifi¬
cations* The Jeanes Superrisor was also counted in the allotment* This
made it possible for the state to assist in paying her salary*^
In 1939-40 a State Supervisory Fund was established in order to
replace the diminishing funds from the Southern Education Poux^ation*
thus initiating the period of greatest growth of the program as shown in
Table 2* page 43* By 1943-44 there were six-l^-four counties in Georgia
2
employing Jeanes Supervisors*
Table 4* page 47 shows the extent to which the Jeanes program had
spread throughout Georgia counties during the period of 1944 to 1953,
starting with 71 counties in 1944 eind ending with 123 counties in 1953
employing Jeeuies workers*
2
The rapid range of -the Jeanes Program during the 1946-1948 Biennium
is shown in Figure 2 on page 46 which reveals that there was an increase
from 64 counties to 91 counties, or a 42*10 per cent increase, served by
88 Jeanes Supervising Teeiohers* At that time fifteen other coimties with
——
Ada L* Price, "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision in
Georgia*" (Unpublished M*A* Thesis, School of Education, Hampton




Excerpts from the Seventy-Sixth and Seveniy-Seventh Annual Report of
the Department of Education to the General Assembly of the State of
Georgia for the Biennium ending June 30, 1948*
Fig. - 2 U6
DISTRIBUTION OF JEANES SUPERVISING TEACHERS
Counties employing jeanes
Supervising Teachers.
Counties eligible to employ
Jeanes Supervising Teachers
but now without them.
Counties with less than thirty
Negro teachers and ineligible
to employ Jeanes Supervising
Teachers except by combin¬
ing with other counties or in¬
dependent systems.
« uata taken from the Annual Repor”!? of the
Department of Education to the General
Assembly of the State of Georgia for the
Biennium Ending June 1943
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T^LE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF COUNTIES IN GEORGIA EMPLOYING
JEANES TEACHERS BETWEEN 1944-1953*











Statistics taJcen from the Official List of Jeanes Teachers*
Southern Education Foundation, Inc«, Atlanta, Georgia*
thiriy or more teachers irere eligible to employ county superyising
teachers, but hstd not done so*
It was possible for two counties or a county with an independent
system in it to cooperate in the employment of a Jeanes teeicher* The
finemeiug of this work was, at this time, done through contributions
from county and city Boards of Education, the State Board of Education,
euid the Southern Education Foundation*^
In December 1944, the General Education Board made a greint of
1
Seventy-Sixth and Seventy-Seventh Annual Reports, Department of
Education to the General Assembly of the State of Georgia, Biennium
ending June 30, 1948, p* 1*
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF TEE ALLOCATION OF THE $50,000 GRANT
BY THE GENERAL EDUCATION FOE THE NEW JEANES














Director's Annual Report, Southern
Georgia, p. 60.
Education Foundation,
$60,000 to the Southern Education Foundation. Of this amount, $50,000
mis to be used to stimulate the empl(^rment of Jeanes teachers in counties
idiich did not employ them as of December, 1944*^
Table 5, above, shows the exact allocation of the $50,000 grant for
"New Jeanes Counties added in Georgia,"
Durizig the bienniiun ending June 1952 a new policy was inaugurated
which provided that state-cdd was available for employment of not more
than one Jeanes Supeinrisor for a system and a minimum of forty teachers
1
Seventy-Sixth and Seventy-Seventh Annual Reports, Department of
Education to the General Assembly of the State of Georgia, Biennium
Ending June 30, 1948, p* !•
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is required in one or more system to constitute a supervisory imit* The
improvement of instruction in the elementary schools for Negroes in
Georgia is achieved mainly through Jeenes Supervision*^ Figure 3,
page 50, shows the systems now being served by 93 Jeanes Supervisors•*'
The reader will note that only two counties are eligible for Jeanes
Supervision*
Very few men were ever employed as Jeanes Supervisors, as originally
developed by Mss Kazulolph, Mr* Jackson Davis, and Dr* Dillard* The job
as th^ envisioned it ceilled for specifically femine background in home
and oaDDnunity improvement* However, it is interesting to note that a
man did serve in Jones county during the year 1933-34 where a woman
served a short time* He was employed for one main reason, which was to
s
promote the building of a possible school in that ocsnmunity*
Trsiining of Jeanes Teachers*— No available records are found of the
training of the early Jeanes teachers* Vlhen the work was first started,
it was customary to select the best trsdned and most capable Negro
teacher in the county to serve as the Jeanes teacher* A more recent
practice has been to secure the best person available for the work
1
Excerpts from the Eightieth and Eighty-First Annual Reports of the
Department of Education to the General Assembly of the State of Georgia




Ada L* Price, "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision in
Georgia*" (Unpublished M.A* Thesis, School of Education, Hampton
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* Data taken from the Annual Reports of the Department
of Education to the General Assembly of the State of
Georgia for the Biennium Ending June 30, 1952
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regardless of her place of residence* The key to the success of the
Jeanes program is to he found in the selection of the right person to do
the work*^
It «as felt that the Jeanes teacher should hare training at least
equal to that of the better teachers with idicaa they tvorkedy and that th^
should always keep abreast of the times professionally and otherwise*
It was agreed further that the new JeEines teachers should know about the
2
early begizmings of the work and its fundamental principle*
As to character« it was required that the Jeanes teacher should be
above reproach, and also possess |>oise and tact idiich would aid her in
working with both racial groups*
Good health was essential for her to be able to perform her duties
and be an example to those with idiom she worked* Another essential to
her success was her understanding of and interest in rural people, their
4
problems and possibilities*
It has only been since 1927*28 that the first year of complete data
on Georgia Jeanes Supervisors are available* Table € on page 52, shows
the training of Jeanes teachers from 1927-28 to 1938-1939* It reveals
that no specific training was stressed in the beginning, however, with
1
Robert L* Cousins, Historical Background of the Jeanes Work (Atlanta,
Georgia, State Department of Education p* 1*
2
Arthur D* "Sfright, The Negro Rural School Fund (Washington, 1933),
p* 12*
3
Inteirview with Mr* Robert L* Cousins (State Department of Education,


















M.A. No Data Total
1927-1928 8‘ - - 1 - 23 24
1928-1929 - - - 1 - 28 29
1929-1930 - - - 1 - 27 28
1930-1931 2 8 3 3 - 13 29
1931-1932 5 17 4 7 1 - 34
1932-1933 1 15 4 7 «• - 27
1933-1934 - 20 4 7 1 - 32
1934-1935 m 21 4 8 2 - 35
1935-1936 - 19 4 11 2 - 36
1936-1937 - 14 4 17 3 - 38
1937-1938 - 13 4 30 4 - 51
1938-1939 11 4 32 6 - 63
*
John C« Dixon, A Plem For Ffoviding Supervision For the Negro Schools of the State of
Georgia, New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1940, p* 192*
63
the steady improvement of teachers in the rural schools, it became neces¬
sary to improve the qualifications of Jeanes teachers*
The first necessary essential in the training of the Jeanes teacher
was graduation from a four year accredited college* If the Jeanes
teacher was to command the respect of the teachers idxcm she supervised,
suad be able to make a contribution to their work, she should be a person
with successful teaching experience* It was also required that she
should have special training in rural school supervision and rureil school
community improvement before being certified for this work*^
It was about the year 1930 when the output of graduate from colleges
began to increase to foin* years* level and the graduates had better
tralxaing than some of the Jeanes teachers* Unqualified Jeanes teachers
began dropping out of the program* Operating the program on a twelve-
months basis and offering better salaries, proved a special attraction
to the Jeanes teachers**"
2
In 1939-40 idien the State Supervisory Fund was established, a
Supervisor's certificate, based upon a minimum of a four-year college
certificate, three years of teaching experience and nine semester hours
of special training in fiural School Education, was required for partici¬
pation in the program*^
_
Ada Lee Price, "A Stu^ of the History of Jeanes Supervision in









In 1943 a workshop for prospective supeirvisors was conducted at
Atlanta University Suioner School, under the direction of Urs» Helen A*
Whiting* Still higher reqmrements for the Professional Supervisor's
certificate, based upon one year of graduate work in the field of Rural
School Supervision in Georgia, a cooperative program for selecting and
training supervisors was planned and developed extensively under the
direction of Mrs, Maenelle D* Dempsey, State Elementary Consultant of
2
Negro Schools*
At the beginning of each school year the names of prospective super¬
visors are solicited from persons in leadership positions who work
closely with qualified elementary teachers* Following investigation and
interviews fron fifteen to twenty-five persons sure invited to begin the
initial trcdnixig period by partieipatixig in a workshop in supervision at
Atlanta University under the direction of the State Consultant* Upon
the completion of this training program the participants eu’e eligible by
County Boards of Education as Jeanes Supervising Teachers*
Table 7, page 55 reveals the most recent facts on the training of
the 96 JeEines teachers employed in Georgia for the year 1951-1952* (l) 32
or 34 per cent had received a 5,S, or an A«E* degree and 63 or 66 per
cent had received a Master's degree| (2) that of 'Uie 93 Jeanes teachers
employed in Georgia at present, 14 or 15 per cent had a college degree
1





















1951-1952 - - - 32 63 95
1952-1953 • * 14 79 93
*
Data secured from Mr* Robert L* Cousins, Director of the Negro Diwision of Education,
State Department of Education, Atlanta, Georgia, June 23, 1952«
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-whereas 79 or 85 per cent had master's degree*
On-the-Job Training of Super-slsors*— During the first year of employ¬
ment super-visors received on-the-job training -which is a psu*tial fulfill¬
ment of -the requirements for -the Professional Supervisor's Certificate*
The ctsoing of the super-vised field experience* under the direction of
Dr* Laurence E* Boyd* has the following objecti-ves:^
1* To guide the student into the Intellectual and emotional maturity
vdiich will make possible a high degree of effectiveness of ixide-
pendent study and work when the s tudent is called upon to work
alone and unguided*
2* To guide the student into achieving a fruitful level of pro¬
ficiency in "sensing" a problem and formulating it into an
acceptable research pattern -which can be used in working towsirds
its probable solu-tlon*
3* To pro-vlde the student -with "on-the-job" training and experiences
in problem-solving -within the framework of a problematic-situation
peculito* to his or her own school situa-tion or educational program*
4* To provide -the student wi-th learning situations and experiences in
which he or she -will have the full opportuni-fcy to observe euad to
practice -the eu*t of critical and discriminating analysis of a
problem, the approaches to its solution* and the techniques to be
used in its solution, together -with the chance to practice the
discriminating interpretation of the results of scientific so¬
lutions or approaches to problems in the Teaching-Learning
Situation ancyor community milieu of the school*
5* To provide the student with the opportunity to observe, to learn*
and to practice -the intricacies of group-dynamics in any cooper¬
ative endeavor*
6* To pro-vide -the student with -the opportunity of developing the
skills or competencies requisite to high-level performance of the
tasks of school administrator auid/or supervisor for -which he or
she will be responsible as an employee of a school system or an
institution of higher learning*
1
Interview -with Dr* Robert L* Cousins (State Department of Education,
Atlanta, Georgia* April 13* 1953)*
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The present status axid high degree of trainixig of the Jeanes teachers
is revealed by the fact that all ninely-three hold teacher's certificates
based upon four years of college -work, while 63 or 68 per cent of the
number hold teacher's certificates based upon five years of college work
or the master's degree*^
It is the consensus of opixiious of principals, teachers euid super¬
visors that this field experience, directed by Dr* Laureaice E* Boyd is
developing ability of procedures of the theoretical approach cmd workaday-
approach in meeting their problems*
Certification of Jeanes Teachers*— TShen Mr* Cousins began work in
the State Department of Education, July 1, 1931, there were no certifi¬
cation requirements for Jeanes teachers at that time, but the county
boeurd usually selected one of the best teachers in the system and
assigned her the responsibili-fcy of helping to look after the Negro
p
schools in Georgia*
Beginning -with -the school term 1937-1938 the state began partici¬
pating in the program of supervision*®
In 1939-1940 vdien the State Super-visory Fund was established, a super¬
visor's certificate, based upon a four-year college certificate, three
years of teaching experience, and nine semester hours of special
1
Interview with Dr* Robert L* Cousins (State Department of Education,
Atlanta, Georgia, June 23, 1953*
2
Letter from Mr* Robert L* Cousins, Director of Negro Division of




DISTRIBUTION OP THE TYPES OF CERTIFICATES HELD BY JEANES SUPERVISORS IN
GEORGIA FOR THE PERIOD, 1948-1949 AND 1951-1952*
Year Type of Certificate Total
T-4 T-5 Provisional Professional
or or or or
/
D-4 D-5 SV-4 SV-5
1948-1949 36 53 15 73 88
1951-1952 32 63 18 77 95
Statistics taken from Annusd Reports of the Department of Education to General Assembly of




training in Rural school education mis required*^
The Professional Supervisor's Certificate based upon one year of
graduate work in the field of rural school supervision was set up
during the term 1943-1944* At that time only thirteen or 22 per cent of
the sixty-four supervisors were qualified for this certificate* Two-thiids
of the remaining fifty-one supervisors were expected to qualify for the
2
Professioneil Supervisor's certificate the following September, 1944*
^ June 30, 1948, all of the 88 Jeanes Supervising teachers at that
time held teacher's certificates based upon four years of college work,
while fifty-three or *60 per cent of the number held teacher's certifi¬
cates based upon five years of work* Seventy-three or *83 per cent of
the 88 Jeanes supervisors held a Professional Supervisor's certificate
(SV-5) based upon three graduate courses directly related to the job of
3
rural school supervision*
Table 8, page 58 reveals the distribution of the types of certifi¬
cates held by Jeanes supervisors for the period 1948-1952*
Table 9, page 60 reveals the following facts of the present status of
Jeanes teachers in Georgia; (1) that 30 or 32*3 per cent of the 93 Jeanes
teachers hold a teachers hold a teacher's certificate (T-4) based upon
four years of college work; (2) that 63 or 68 per cent hold teacher's
1
Ada L* Price, "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision in
Georgia*” (Unpublished M*A* Thesis, School of Education, Hampton




Excerpts from the Sevenly-Sixth and Seventy-Seventh Annual Reports
of the Department to the General Assembly of the State of Georgia for
the Biennium Ending June 30, 1948*
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF TEE TYPES OF CERTIFICATES HELD BY JEANES SUPERVISORS
IN GEORGIA FOR TEE YEAR, 1952-19S5*
Year Type of Certificate Total
T-4 T-5 Provisional Professional
or or or or
D-4 D-6 SV-4 SV-6
19S2-195S SO 65 14 79 93
Statietiee taken from office files of Robert L* Cousins, Director of the Negro Division




certificate (T-5) based upon five years of college work; (S) that 14 or
15.1 per cent of the 93 Jeemes teachers hold the Provisional Supervisor's
(SV-4) certificate based upon three graduate courses; (4) that 79 or 85
per cent hold the Professional Supervisor's Certificate (SV-5) based
upon a year of graduate work.
In avunmarlsing the data on certification of Jeanes teachers in
Georgia as pointed out in tables 8 and 9, the following significant de-
velo|»nents are notedt (1) that from 1948 to 1952 there was an increase
in the number of Jeanes teachers holding Teacher's Certificates (T-5) and
Professional Supei*vi8or'8 (SV-5) Certificates* (2) that certification has
become a protection for the Jeanes teacher as a professional worker; (3)
that certification has given legal and professional seuiction to the
Jesmes teacher trained for the job; (4) that supply and doaand for super¬
vision has been reflected in the increased academic quality of the pre¬
requisites for certification.
Salaries euad Expenses of Jeanes Teachers.— During the early years of
Jeanes work in Georgia, the Jeanes Fund paid the total cost of the salary
and expenses of a Jeanes teacher as revealed in table 10. page 62-63.
This was dozie in order to get a Jeanes teacher into a county so that
the superintendent, the Board of Education, and the citizens could see
and appreciate the value of such work. When the Jeanes teacher was suc¬
cessful in securing such recognition, there was little difficulty in¬
volved in persuading the county to assume paurt of the cost of the work.^
1
Ada L. Price. "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision in
Georgia." (Unpublished M.A. Thesis. School of Education. Hampton
Institute. 1944). p. 43.
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TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF THE HNANCIAL SUPPORT OP THE WORK OF






1908-1909 # 0 $ 0 $ 0
1909-1910 1,126 0 1,124
1910-1911 3,277 0 3,277
1911-1912 4,290 0 4,290
1912-1915 4,384 400 4,789
1913-1914 4,080 720 4,800
1914-1916 4,446 1,332 5,778
1915-1916 3,384 1,224 5,058
1916-1917 3,894 1,738 5,632
1917-1918 3,096 1,632 4,728
1918-1919 3,720 3,072 6,792
1919-1920 4,008 3,888 7,896
192{D-1921 8,540 5,460 14,000
1921-1922 8,100 5,490 13,590
1922-1923 8,736 6,972 15,708
1923-1924 8,764 8,064 16,828
1924-1925 7,584 6,468 14,052
1925-1926 8,475 8,050 16,525
1926-1927 7,608 7,636 15,144
♦Statistics taken from the Ebcecutive Director’s Annual Report to The
Members and The Board of Directors of the Southern Education
Foundation, Inc*, Atlanta, Georgia, p* 42*
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TABLE 1C (eontiuued)
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF TEE WORK OF






1927-1928 1 7.682 1 7,613 #15,095
1928-1929 9.048 10,121 19,169
1929-1930 8.512 10.189 18,851
1930-1951 9.338 10,005 19,343
1931-1932 10.432 10.464 20,896
1932-1933 11.596 10,920 22,516
1933-1934 12.045 10,263 22,308
1934-1955 12.810 11,690 24,500
1935-1936 12.960 13,248 26,206
1936-1937 13.020 15,120 28,140
1937-1938 16.525 36,159 52,684
1938-1939 10,530 46,656 57,186
1939-1940 5,772 45,174 57,112
1940-1941 5,569 49,980 65,639
1941-1942 5,724 54,855 60,679
1942-1943 6,928 65,949 71,877
1943-1944 6,720 80,320 87,040
1944-1945 7,314 103,362 110,676
1945-1946 10,560 144,488 155,040
1946-1947 11,220 222,445 233,665
1947-1948 10.920 220,668 231,588
1948-1949 11,678 234,040 246,718
Total 315,853 1,482,282 1,796,136
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Table 10* also reveals the following factst (l) that 1912-13 marks
the first year that public funds were allocated for the support of the
Jeeuies teacher program; (2) that for idie year 1948-49, the amount of
public funds increased to |234,040; (s) during that period there was con¬
siderable fluctuation in the amount of expenditures for the program,
although for the entire period shown by the table, there was an overall
increase as shown by the original allocation of 1400 as compared to
$234,040 for 1948-49,
By September 1931, each county in Georgia assumed a reasonable part
of the cost of the work for the school year 1930-1931, ranging from ,084
per cent to 51 per cent. The salary schedule for Jeanes teachers in
Georgia is based upon the type of certificates th^ hold,^
Table 11, page 65, shows the salaries of Jeanes teachers in Georgia
from 1927-28 through 1938-39#
During the years up to 1937, the salaries of Jeanes teachers changed
from year to year, but it was not vmtil 1937-38, the year the state
teacher's salary went into effect that there was an appreciable increase.
The caning, at this time, of a systematic salary scale for Jeanes
teachers was the result of such forces as. Increased cost of living,
travel expenses and other demands of a professional nature, made it
necessary to provide a salary scale for the Jeanes teacher,^
Annual Expenditures of the Jeanes Program,— Tllhen the state began
participating in the program of supervision in 1937, funds were secured
1
Ada L, Price, "A Study of the History of Jesines Supervision in
Georgia," (Unpublished M.A, Thesis, School of Education, Hampton





DISTRIBUTION OF SALARIES OF JEANES SUPERpSORS
IN GEORGIA FOR THE PERIOD, 1927-1939
Moirthly Salary Schedule
Year Average Lowest Highest Total
1927-1928 $ 79.08 $60.00 $116.66 $653.92
1928-1929 79.46 60.00 136.25 661.15
1929-1930 80.19 60.00 134.62 670.77
1930-1931 79.96 63.33 134.99 638.58
1931-1932 82.26 55.00 120.00 644.72
1932-1935 83.16 60.00 110.00 667.30
1933-1934 84.02 50.00 110.00 707.18
1934-1935 81.81 50.00 110.00 701.51
1955-1936 84.51 55.00 110.00 724.58
1936-1937 94.00 65.00 110.00 812.68
1937-1938* 112.24 80.00 133.33 1034.62
1938-1939 118.66 90.00 140.00 1065.49
«
Data taken frcm the Annual Report of the ExeoutlTe Directors to the
Meaibers and The Board of Directors of the Southern Education
Foundation, Ine«, Oct* 13, 1949*
a
First yecur of the state program.
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from these sources; the state* the county, and the Southern Education
Foundation, But, 6is of 1937^ the totsd financial responsibility for this
program vas assumed by the state idth about ten per oeixb of the systems
2
supplementing the state schedule*
Table 12, page 67, reveals directly and by implication the following
facts; (l) starting in 1908-09 the Jeanss program was supported solely by
the Jeanes Fund allocation of $313,853, without any subsidy derived from
public funds, state, county or national; (2) that over the 40 year period
there was sui increasiisg allocation of Jeanes Foundation funds totaling
$313,853; (3) that as of 1948-49, with the public subsidies mounting from
no funds to $1,482,283, as of 1948-49 to show a total of $1,796,136 total
expenditures for the Jeanes program in that yesir, and Tdiile a cumulative
number of Jeanes teachers over the 40 year period, ending in 1948-49
was 1,447*
The salaries of Jeanes teachers increased materially during the
period from 1945-46 to 1949-50* More adequate state financing was
largely responsible for this, but the General Education Board grant also
2
had some effect on the salaries*
Table 13, page 68, reveals the following facts; (1) that the average
public expenses for Jeanes work per county in Georgia for the years
1949-1950, was $2790,00 orl,09per cent of the total amount; (2) that the
1
Interview with Br* Robert L* Cousins, Director of Negro Division of




J* C* Dixon, Annual Report, Jeanes Fund Statistical Sheets,
Southern Education Foundation, Atlanta, Georgia, p, 65*
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTIOH OP THE CUMULATIVE FINANCIAL SUPPORT OP THE JEANES WORK IN
GEORGIA FOR THE PHilOD, 1908-09 THROUGH 1948-49*
Financial Support
Cvimulative Number Jeanes Public Total
of Jeanes Teachers Fund Fund
1,447 $313,853 $1,482,283 $1,796*136
Statistics taken from the Annued Report of the Executive Directors to The Members and The
Board of Directors of the Southern Education Foundation, Inc*, Atlanta, Georgia, p* 16*
TABLE 13
DISTEIBUTION OF THE ANNUAL PUBLIC EXPENDITURE FOR JEANES WORK
PER COUNTY IN GEORGIA, 1949-1960*
Year Average Minimum Maximum Total Public
Fluids
1949-1950 #2790,00 #2412,00 #3705,00 #256,637,00
«
Statlstios taken from the Ejceoutive Directors Annual Report Jeanes Fund Statistical




nimmn amounk of public expenses for Jeaues work per county for the
year 1949-50 was |2»412*00 or 0*94 per cent of the total amount} (3) that
$3,705*00 or 1*44 per cent of the total was the fflaximuQ amount of public
expenses per county for Jeanes work in Georgia for the period 1949-50*
Table 14, page 70, reveals the average public expenses for Jeanes
work in Georgia per teacher for the year 1949-50, was |2895*00 or 1*12
per cent of the total amount; (2) that the minimum amount of public
expenses for Jeanes work per teacher for the year 1949-1950 was $2,255*00
or 0.94 per oent of the total amount; (3) that $3,705*00 or 1*44 per cent
of the total was the maximum amount of public expenses per county for
Jeanes work in Georgia for the period 1949-50*
Table 14, page 70 also reveals the total public expenses for Jeanes
work in Georgia per teacher for the year 1949-50*
Table 15, page 71, reveals the following facts; (l) that for the
year 1950-51, $12,000 was appropiated and granted to Georgia for the
salaries and expenses of Jeanes teachers; (2) that $100*00 was appropri¬
ated and granted to Georgia fcjr Jeanes teachers' meetings and confer¬
ences; (3) that a total of $12,100*00 was appropiated and granted to
Georgia for Jeanes teachers' salaries, expenses and meetings for the year
1950-51.
Travel Allowance for Jeanes Teachers*— In the early years of the
Jeanes program, the Jeanes teachers provided their own transportation
csir and financed the upkeep of the car out of their regular salary*
However, in a few instances travel allowauice above the regulsu* salairy was
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ANNUAL PUBLIC EXPENDITURE FOR JEANBS WORK
PSE TEACHER IN GEORGIA, 1949-1950*
Year Average Ml nl imnn Maximum Total Public Funds
1949-1950 12895.00 $2255.00 $3705.00 $256,637.00
*
J. C. Dixon, Annual Reports, Jeanes Fund Statistical Sheets, Southern Education Foundation,




DISTEIBDTION OF APPROPIAIIONS AMD GEAMTS TO GEORGIA FOR
JEANES TEACHERS IN GEORGIA, 1950-1951*





1950-1951 112,000.00 1100.00 112,100.00
Executive Director’s Annual Report to the Members and The Board of Directors of the Southern
Education Foundation, Inc*, Atlanta, Georgia.
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given some Jeauaes teachers hy the counties where they were employed*^
It is significant to note that during the school term 1943«>44, only
one county, of the 64 counties in Georgia employing Jeanes teachers,
paid a travel allowance above the regular salary* Carroll county paid
2
|250 for travel above the regular salary*
Below is an abstract of the policies governing supplement and travel
expenses of Jeanes teachers in Georgia as provided for in the Minimum
3
Foundation Program budget idiich became effective Septraiberl, 1951*
(a) For each month that a supervisor of instruction works, funds
will be provided with which to pay the state seilary schedule
according to the type of teacher's certificate held as pro¬
vided by law*
(b) Funds will be made available with fdiich to pay a supplement
of not more than $50 per month and not more than $500 per
year for holders of the Provisional Supervisor's Certificate
(SV-4) and not more than $75 per month, and not more than
$750 per year for holders of the Professional Supervisor's
Certificate (SV-5)*
(o) fiaplcying Boards of Education will be reimbursed for approved
travel expenses of supervisor's of instruction not to exceed
$500 for the ten months worked*
For the school term 1951-52 the total amount of public funds paid for
salaries and supplement of Jeanes teachers was $363,850*00* The maximum
amoxmt of public funds available for travel expenses of Jeanes teachers
1
Ada L* Price, "A Study of the History of Jeanes Supervision in
Georgia*" (Ux^ublished M*A*Thesis, School of Education, Hampton




Robert L* Cousins, "Administrative Policies Governing Onployment of
Supervisors of Instruction in Local Systems in Georgia as Provided for in
the Minimum Foundation Budget" (Atlanta, Georgia, State Department of
Education, 1951), p* 6*
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OP SCHOOLS SUPERVISED BY JEANES
TEACHERS IN GEORGIA, 1951-1952*
Number Of Schools Aceordizig To Slse
Five to Nine
Year One- Two- Three- Foxir- Eight- And Total
Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Over
1951-1952 561 299 126 52 185 291 1514
Statistics taken frcaa the Eightieth and Eighty-First Annual Reports of The Department of




Number of Schools Directed by Jeones Teachers*— Table 16, page 73,
reveals the following facts* (l) that 561 or 31 per cent of the schools
supervised were oneOteacher schools* (2) that 299 or 19*8 per cent of
the schools supervised were two-teacher schools* (S) that 126 or *083
per cent of the schools supervised were three-teacher schools* (4) that
52 or #034 per cent of the schools supervised were four-teacher schools*
(5) that 185 or *122 per cent of the schools supervised were five to
eight teacher schools; (6) that 291 or *192 per cent of the schools
supervised were schools with nine teachers and over*
Table 16 edso shows that there was a total of 1,514 schools super¬
vised in Georgia by Jecmes teachers during the year 1951-1952*
Types of Activities Carried on by Jeanes Teachers*— Of the 75
questionnaires received from Jeanes teachers in Georgia, Table 17, pages
75-76, reveals the following facts of the types of instructional activi¬
ties ccurried on by Jeanes teachers in Georgia; (l) that 70 helped
teachers identify and solve problems, vdiereas 5 did not* (2) that 72 sug¬
gested desireable changes in ways of instructing pupils, idiereas, 1 did
not perform this activity* (3) that 72 guided teachers in making lesson
plans emd teaching units and 2 did not perform this activity* (4) that 70
held Individual conferences with teachers after or following visits, and
only 3 did not perform this activity* (5) that 71 assisted with planning
and conducting stu^ groups, vdiile 2 did not* (6) that 73 assisted in
the organisation of county-wide Teachers* meetings, while 1 did not*
1




DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUPERVISORY ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY JEANES
TEACHERS IN GEORGIA FOR THE PERIOD, 1952-1953
Number
Actually Number No
Activity Performing Not Data
Duty Performing
Help teachers identify and
solve problems 70 6 m
Suggest desirable changes in
mys of instructing pupils 72 1 2
Guide teachers in making plans
and teaching units 72 2 1
Hold Individual conferences with
teachers after or following visits 70 3 2
Assist with planning and conducting
study groups 71 2 2
Assist in organizations of County¬
wide Teachers' meetings 73 1 1
Give demonstrations of
Instructional materials 71 3 1
8. Work with P.T.A. and other
officials of the school 68 3
9. Keep progress report on teschers 68 6
10. Assist with personal problems 71 2
11. Invite outside consultants 73 1
12. Suggest professional books, magazines
and other articles to teachers 67 6
13. Assist in constructing general








DISTRIBUTION OF TEE SUPERTISORY ACTIVITIES PERFORMED BY JEANES











14. Help the teachers to make
out daily programs 76 •
16. Encourage teachers to expaxid.
projects Tdtich they have
initiated with reasonable success 76 .
16. Assist teachers in selecting
supplementary teaching aids 75 «•
17. Assist in setting up a calendar
plan for carrying out program 69 6 -
18. Send bulletins and suggested
teaching material to teachers 71 2 2
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(?) that 71 gave demonstratioelb on instructional materials* idiile 3 did
not; (S) that 68 worked with P»T»A« and other officials of the schools*
while 5 did not; (9) that 68 kept progress reports on teachers* while 6
did not; (lO) that 71 assisted with personal problems* -nhile 2 did not;
(ll) that 73 invited outside guest consultants* while 1 did not; (12)
that 67 suggested professional books* magasine and other articles to
teachers* while 6 did not; (13) that 69 assisted in constructing general
educational objectives* while 5 did not; (14) that all 75 helped the
teachers to expand projects which they had initiated with reasonable
success; (15) that all 75 helped the teachers to make out daily programs;
(16) that all 75 assisted teachers in selecting supplementary teaching
aids; (17) that 69 assisted in setting up a calendar pl6ua for carrying
out programs* idiile 6 did not; (18) that 71 sent bulletins emd suggested
teaching material to teachers*
These data show that Jeanes teachers in Georgia have applied them¬
selves to the task of improving instruction for teacher-pupil growth* It
might be assumed that these activities show marked progress in the better
training and higher-degree certification of Jeanes teachers in Georgia*
Table 18* page 78* shows the following facts of the types of adminis¬
trative activities of Jeanes teachers in Georgia; (l) that all 75 helped
to secure an adequate staff; were held responsible for carrying on a
testing program* Ixispected and made recommendations concerning physical
equipment; made special reports to superintendents* assisted in the
planning of school buildings* requested meetings with superintendent eiud
secured substitutes idien teachers were out; (2) that 65 were held re¬
sponsible for requistlonlng textbooks and other supplies* idiile 3 did not
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TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPES OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES OF










1« Help to secure aa adequate staff 71 - -
2* Responsible for requisitioning
textbooks and other supplies 65 3 7
3« Held accountable for textbooks 67 5 3
4* Responsible for carrying on a
testing program 75 - -
5« Inspect and make recommendations
concerning physical equipment 75 - -
6* Make special reports to superin¬
tendents 75 •• -
7* Assist in school building plans 75 - -
8* Discuss all business with
superintendent alozie - - -
9* Request meetings with superintendents 75 - -
10* Select Teachers alone 13 48 24
11. Make recommendations for
promotions and dismissals 70 2 3
12 • Get substitutes idien teachers
are out 75 - -
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perform this activity; (3) that 65 were held accountable for textbooks
udiile 5 were not; (4) that only 13 selected teachers alone, idiile 48 did
not; (5) 70 made recommendation for promotions*
Table 19, page 80, shows the following public relations activities
performed Jeanes teachers in Georgia; (l) that 75 helped teachers
improve community status; encouraged teachers to participate in church
clubs emd other civic organizations; (2) that 57 addressed community
groups and civic organizations, whereas 10 did not; (3) that 70 oonfered
with teachers on personal welfare, while 3 did not; (4) that 63 conducted
exhibits while 7 did not; (6) that 70 conducted public programs udiereas
five did not; (6) that 68 conducted conferences, idiile 5 did not; (7)
that 70 conducted community meetings; while 3 did not*
In summarizing tables 17, 18 suid 19, the Jeanes teachers' activities
were varied which indicated that education is not the exclusive business
of school personnel* The Jeanes teachers, administrators, teachers,
children, parents and other citizens work together—the Jeanes teachers
and administrators acting as liason between those idiose full-time job is
working with one particular group of children in an organized school
program and those who have human Investment at stake* It is assumed that
the supervisory program provides leadership in the improvement of instruc¬
tion and in curriculum building, and hence, determine the public's ap¬
praisal or assessment of the schools*
Further, tables 17, 18 and 19, show that a large and significant pro¬
portion of the Jeanes teachers' time is devoted to adult education and
participation in civic planning*
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TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPES OF PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTI7ITIES









1« Help teachers improve
community status 75 • •
2* Address commuxiity groups
emd civic organizations 57 10 8
3* Encourage teachers to
participate in church, clubs,
cmd other civic organizations 75
4* Promote cordial relations
with teachers 75 - -
5* Confer with teachers on
Personal Welfare 70 3 2
6* Conduct!
a* Exhibits 63 7 5
b* Public Programs 70 5 -
c* Conferences 68 5 2
da Commiudiy Meetings 70 3 2
Memberships in IVofesaional Organizations held by Jeanes Teaoher8»~
Table 20, page 81, shows that 26 or 35 per cent of the Jeanes teachers
were members of the Association For Supervision and Curriculum Development^
that 66 or 88 per cent were members of the Georgia Teachers Bduoatioiml
Association, that 44 or 59 per cent were members of the National
Educational Association, that 43 or 57 per cent were members of the
American Teachers Association and that 75 or 100 per cent were members of
their local teacher*s organization*
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TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MHfflERSHIP OP















In terms of the toteil number of 93 Jeanes teachers employed in
Georgia, these 75 or 81 per cent responding to the questionnaire, imply
that if the vrriter could have heard from all, she could have assumed
that they would have been as good or better* Further, from the facts re¬
vealed in table 19 it may be assumed that in general, throughout the
state of Georgia, Jeanes teachers avail themselves of the opportunities
to maintedn cooperative relationships with organisations, lay and pro¬
fessional, idiioh provided them with the opportunity to promote better
understanding of educational objectives and procedures*
It may be assximed further that max^ use the educational magasine of
these professioned organizations as means of extending their services*
Distribution of the Average Number of Months Worked by Jeanes
Teachers*— Table 21, pages 82-83, reveals the average number of months
for e«ioh year Jeanes teachers worked in Georgia for the period, 1908-1962*
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TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OP AVERAGE NUMBER OP MONTHS WORKED BY
JEANES TEACHERS IN GEORGIA, 1908-1952'*’



















Statistics secured from Annual Report of the ExecutiTe Director,
Southern Education Poundation, Inc*, p. 42*
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TABLE 21 (continued)
DISTEIBUTION OF AVEEAGE NUMBER OF MONTHS WORKED BY
JEAKES TEACHERS IN GEORGIA, 1908-1952





























The facts revealed in table 21» shows marked increase in the average
number of months worked by Jeanes teachers idiich implies that not only
is progress of the Jeemes program measured in terms of tenurst but in the
holding power of those concerned*
Ages of the Jeanes Teachers in Georgia.— Table 22, page 85, reveals
that! (1) the ages of the Jeanes teachers varied, (2) that the highest
number or 40 per cent of the Jeanes teachers were between the ages 35-38,
(3) that the lowest number or *025 per cent of the Jeanes teachers were
between the ages 45-49*
Teaching Positions Held by Jeeines Supervisors*— Table 23, page 85,
reveals that the teaching positions were also variedi 10 or *13 per cent
of the Jeanes teachers presently employed in Georgia had worked as high
school principals; 28 or *37 per cent had worked as high school teachers
and as elementary school prinoipeils; and 53 or *71 per cent had worked
aa axk eloaentary school teacher*
Total Teaching Experiences of Jeanes TesLchers in Georgia*— Table 24,
page 86, shows the total teaching experiences in yeau*s of Jeanes teachers
in Georgia* It is interesting to note that 56 or 75 per cent of the
Jeanes teachers had over 10 years experience*
In summEU*izing tables 23 and 24, it may be assumed that the progress
of the Jeanes program is due, to a great extent, to the wide and varied
teaching experiences of the Jeanes teachers*
Development of the Supervisory Program in Terms of Levels*— The
development of the supervisory program in Georgia in terms of levels may
be classified under the following captions, namely, the elementary school
level, and the high school level*
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TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGES OF THE JEANES SDPER7IS0ES IN GEORGIA, 1952-1953









65 and Over 4 •053
Total 76
TABLE 23
DISTRIBUTION OP THE TEACHING POSITIONS HELD BY THE JEANES
SUPERVISORS IN GEORGIA, 1952-1953
Positions Number Per Cent
High Sohool Principal 10 •13
High School Teacher 28 .37
Elementary School I^lxicipal 28 •57
Elementary School Teacher 53 .71
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TABLE 24
DISTRIBUTION OP THE TOTAL TEACHING EXPERIENCES
IN YEARS OF JEANES TEACHERS IN GEORGIA
Years Number Per Cent
1 Year -
2 Years - -
3 Years 2 *03
4 Years 1 *01
5 Years 2 *03
6 Years 1 *01
7 Years - -
8 Years 1 *01
9 Years 3 *04
10 and Over 56 75
No Data 9 *12
Total 75 100
During the beginning 7660*3 of the supervisory program, the Jeanes
teachers vrorked mailnly vdth elementeury schools* It was interesting to
note from the 75 returned questionnaires that 55 or 73 per cent of the
Jeanes teachers are working in the high school level*
Implications of the Minimum Foundation IVogram and The Extended School
Program*— Supervision is an investment in instruction, and the results
or returns on this investment are in the form of improved teaching.
Improved oppojrtunitles for continuous growth and improved living for
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those in idiom the investment is made* Because of the progress in the
training of teachers, and the trend toward consolidation, the end is not
yet* The unfortunate and incomplete conception of supervision as merely
an ed.d to poor teachers in times of special need has greatly limited its
use and effectiveness* The Minimum Foundation Program and the Extended
school program will serve as a bridge for continuous growth and develop¬
ment of teachers, children and lay groups*
The Minimum Foundation Program is a support for improving instruction
in the schools of Georgia* This increased financial support means more
and better trained teachers which enables them to better understand the
problems and needs of the Negro youth and adults of Georgia*
It means the effectiveness of teachers working as members of a team
for those attaizments of idiioh all are responsible* It means better
facilities and instructional material that will enable teachers to widen
their vision, broaden their culture, and teach those things idiich are
basic emd fundamental to the needs of individuals and groups* It means
that supervision assists the teacher in realizing the values of their
training. Insight, knowledge, skills, and personalities ediioh will not
only improve their services but increase their professional strength for
even better services* It means teachers with training which enables
them to know how to help children develop into productive citizens in a
democracy*
The greatest implication for supervision in Georgia lies in the fact
that the Minimum Foundation Program and the Extended School Program will
provide better schools, better trained teachers, the use of leisure time
and the developnent of children and youth toward respozisible citizenship*
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THhile the programs illustrate two of the ways in -tdiioh Georgia is moving
forward in its educational program; they suggest that Georgia can pro¬
vide an^ continue to provide better supervision, if it sets itself
sincerely to this great challenge.
CHAPTER IV
SUMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECCMENDATIONS
Introductory Statement*— The fulleat understanding and appreciation
of the development of the supervisory program of Jeanes teachers in
Georgia are to be gained through a systematic study of its origin, course
of growth and the environmentcd forces that have played upon its develop¬
ment through the years* This approach is the essence of the historical
method of looking at data* Therefore the writer has presented the
factual Information, both statistical and historical, together with
pertinent interpretations, as it has been related to the origin and de¬
velopment of the supervisory program of Jeanes teachers in Georgia during
the period 1908-1952*
The major purposes of this research has been two-fold, to wit, first,
to determine the origin of the Jeanes program in Georgia, and second to
trace the development of the Jeanes program in Georgia during the period
1908-1952*
The conclusions, implications and recommendations inherent in the
completed research have been derived from the analysis and interpreta¬
tions of the data as it relates to the origin and development of the
supervisory program of Jeanes teachers in Georgia for the period
1908-1952.
Purposes of the Study*— The purposes of the study were to discover,
if possible, the following factst (l) the origin, motivation, and
development of the Jeanes program in Georgia as reflected by the enabling
legislative and administrative policies! (2) the significant factors in
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the progress of the Jeanes teacher program; (3) the extent and cooper¬
ative efforts in the Jeanes Program between the State Departmexit of
Education of Georgia and individual school systems of Georgia; (4) the
number of schools served and the enrollment of pupils in those schools
served by Jeanes teachers; (5) the increases of operational expenditures
during the development; (6) the significant contributions to the Jeanes
program of influential personalities; and (?} the impact of related
agencies upon the development of the Jesines program in Georgia for the
period, 1908-1962,
Experimental Design and Setting,— The situational aspects of this
research are to be tersely characterised as follows:
1, This study was carried out during the second semester of the
school year of 1952-1955, with the details of the work being done
at Matter, Georgia,
2, The subjects who cooperated in this stu^y were all of the Jeanes
Supervisors, together with their individual and collective pro¬
fessional aohievmaents idio have worked in the state of Georgia for
the period 1908-1952,
3, The instruments used to collect the xieoessary data were a specifi¬
cally designed questionnaire, check list, reports suad records of
supervisors, principals, school superintendents; records and
reports of the Negro Division of Education and the Southern
Education Foundation; conferences with and visitations to key-
individuals in the sohoils or schools systmns idiich have been
served by the Jeanes program in Georgia for the period 1908-1952,
4, A combination of the Normative-Survey and Historical-Methods of
Research were used to collect the data for this study,
5, The data revealed through the various instruments were assembled
into appropriate Tables and/or charts which in turn were the bases
for the analyses and interpretations -viiioh constitute the thesis
copy.
The Findings, Conclusions, In^lioations and Recommendations which
have been drawn directly from an eumlysis and interpretation of the data
treated in this research will be presented in the izmaediate paragraphs.
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Findings*—‘ The basic ilndings derived from the analysis of the data
are summarized in the sequential peiragraphs immediately to follow*
Origin of the Jeanes Teacher Movement
!• Jeanes supervision had its origin in the early part of the
twentieth eentxuyi sdien Miss Anna I* Jeanes* a Quaker lady of
Philadelphia* gave financial assistance to various Negro colleges in
the south and later entrusted the sum of (200*000 to the GenersJ.
Education Board for the promotion of rural schools for Negroes in
the South*
2* The movement was started in 1908 by Dr* Jackson Davis* vhen he was
superintendent of schools in Henrico County* Virginia* after
observixig the successful work of Miss Virgina Randolph*
3* The idea of the Jeanes program became oonteigious and soon spread to
other counties and states*
4* Georgia became interested and introduced Jeanes supervision into the
state the same year it was first established in 1908*
Authorizing Legislative Enactments
1* Law of 1908: introduced Jeanes supervision into the state*
2* Law of 1910: ruled that counties with fewer than ten teachers were
not eligible for the program*
3* Law of 1913: provided for a State Agent and an assistant State Agent
■fdio were to be responsible for the operation of the Jeanes Program*
4* Law of 1917: discontinued State Agents and emplc^ed Jeanes
Indudtrial Teachers to oeurry on the program*
5* Law of 1919: provided for the return of a State Agent to supervise
the program*
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6* Law of 19261 approved and designated Mr* l/Valter 6* Hill as State
^ent of Negro schools*
7* Law of 1930t approved of Mr. J* C* Dixon as State Agent to fill
vacancy left by Mr* Hill*
8* Law of 1931t approved of Mr* Hobert L* Cousins as assistant State
Agent*
9* Law of 19351 appointed Mrs* Helen A* Vthiting as Negro State worker in
Elementary Schools*
10* Law of 1937t appointed Mr* Robert L* Cousins as Director of Negro
Education* within the State Department of Education of Georgia*
11* Law of 19391 provided for a state supervisory fund*
12* Law of 1943t appointed Mrs* Maenelle Dempsey as State Consultant
of Elementary Schools of Georgia*
13* Law of 19491 provided state-aid for employment of not more than one
Jeanes teacher for a system cuid a minimum of forty teachers*
14* Law of 1950> provided for travel of Jeanes teachers in Georgia*
15* Law of 1951t recognised the need of Euad approved of Dr* Laurence E*
Boyd as Co-ordinator of Field Services for Principals and Supervisors*
Influentisd Factors
The factors influencing the Jeanes program were’ dilapidated and
poorly equipped school buildings, poor training and immaturity of
teachers* social and econcnnie problems due to inadequate training of
teachers and lay people, another significcmt influential factor was the
devotion of chief state school officials, county superintendents of
schools, and other educational leaders to extend to schools of rural and
spsirsely settled ccaununities professional supervision*
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Influential and Cooperating Agencies
The Anna T« Jeanes Fund set aside tl>000«000 in 1907 to be used to
assist rural education in the South* The Jeanes Fund has been used to
pay part of the dalary of Jeanes Teachers*
The Slater Fund
The Slater Fund gave attention to the development of larger and
better schools for Negroes in the South*
The General Education Board
The General Education Board was organized by John D* Rockefeller for
the purpose of prcHaoting education within the United States, without
distinction of race, sex or creed* The General Education Board has given
assistance in promoting educational opportunities for Negroes in Georgia
in such areas as, buildings, transpoirtation, teacher traixiing insti-
tuties, vocational education, and libraries* Specifically, the Generail
Education Board subsidized Negro Education by paying the salaries of the
Directors of Negro Education within the State Department of Education in
the various Southern states*
The Julius Rosenwald Fund
The Julius Rosenwald Fund was initiated by Mr* Julius Rosenwald
October 1917, provided that the income from that Fund was to bo used to
aid schools for Negroes, to lengthen the school term etnd establish
libraries*
The Fhelps-Stokes Fund
The Phelps-Stokes Fund was created in 1909 for the purpose of pro¬
viding aulditlonal salaries for Jeanes teachers in the South amd to
establish fellowships for the study of the Negro question at the
University of Georgia*
The Carnegie Corporation
The Carnegie Corporation gave encouragement to the work of the Jeauies
and Slater Funds through endowments and other grants to Hampton Izistitute
auad Tuskegee Institute ais centers for the training of Jeames teachers*
Relation^shlps With Other Educational Foundations
In the vdiole area of the relationships of the Jeames program with
other educational, phllamthropies, and Welfare Foundations, there has
been a continuing recognition amd acknowledgement of Idie significant
contribution of the Jeames program to the Mericam Cancer Society,
Tuberculosis Association, Infantile Farailysis, Health Agencies, Welfare
Agencies, amd maiy other foundations in the state of Georgia*
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Operational Bcpenditures Table I
During the year 1913-14 the Jeanes Fund paid 84 per cent of the
salaries of Jeanes teachers, and the public paid the remaining 16 per
cent. However, over the years the state contributed increasing amounts
to the Jeanes program until with the liquidation of the Jeanes Fund in
1951-62, the public paid the total or 100 per cent of the salaries for
Jeanes teachers in Georgia.
Jeanes Supervision in Georgia Counties Table 2
Jeanes Supervision was introduced into the state of Georgia during
the first year it was established in 1908. The first five counties to
employ Jeanes teachers were Cherokee, Grady, Laurens, Doughteiy, and
Putnam. Two years later there was a decrease in that Cherokee County
dropped from the list due to the ineligibilily of sufficient number of
teachers to be supervised.
Number of Jeanes Teachers Bnployed Table 3
There was a rise and fall in the number of Jecmes teachers employed
in Georgia between the years 1908-1940. This was due to prejudice and
lack of finance. The State Supervisory Fund which was established in
1939-40, in order to replace diminishing funds frcaa the Southern
Education Foundation, ixiitiated the period of greatest growth of the
Jeanes program.
Nxamber Counties Employing Jeanes Teachers Table 4
The record of the nvunber of counties in Georgia ^ploying Jeanes
teachers at different periods are as follows: In 1944-45 71 counties
employed Jeanes teachers* in 1945-46 83 counties employed Jeanes
teachers; in 1946-47 88 counties employed Jeaz^es teachers; 87 counties
employed Jeanes teachers for the year 1947-48; 84 counties employed
Jeanes teachers for the yesur 1948-49; 98 for the yeeur 1949-50; 113 for
the year 1950151; and 123 for the ye€u* 1951-52.
Allocation of $50,000 Grant Table 5
In 1944 the General Education Board made a grant of $60,000 to the
SoutheBn Education Foundation. Of this amount $50,000 was used to
stimulate the employment of Jeanes teachers in counties which did not
employ them. Twenty-eight new counties added Jeanes teachers between
1945-1950.
Level of Training Beginning 1927-39 Tables 6-7
During the first decades of 1908-1927, there was no specific train¬
ing specified and required for Jeanes teachers in Georgia. As of 1927-
1928, the nature cmd scope of training for Jeanes teachers was specified
ly law and policy of the State Department of Education. Therefore, the
output of graduates from colleges in 1930 gave teachers better training.
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*Tit! unqualified Jeanes teachers dropped out* Better salaries and oper¬
ation on a twelre-months baais proved a special attraction to the Jeanes
teachers* The establishing of the Supervisory Fund in 1939-40 required
Jeanes teachers to have training based upon a miniminn of a four-year
college certificate* three years of teaching experiences and nine hours
of special training in Rural School Education*
In 1943 a workshop for prospective supervisors was conducted at
Atlanta University Summer School uirder the direction of Mrs* Helen A*
Yihiting* Later* still higher requirements of training was planned and
developed for Jeanes teachers under the direction of Mrs* Maenelle B*
Dempsey* During the first year of employment the *^eane8 teachers
receive on-the-job training in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the Professional Supervisor's Certificate*
Of the 95 Jeanes teachers employed in Georgia for the year 1951-52*
32 or 34 per cent had received a B*S* or an A*5* degree and 63 or 66 per
cent had received a Master's degree; and of the 93 Jeanes teachers
employed in Georgia for the current year 1952-1963* 14 or 15 per cent
had a college degree* whereas 79 or *85 per cent had a Master's degree*
Types of Certificates held by Supervisors Tables 8-9
In 1948-1949 there were 36 Jeanes teachers holding Teacher's
Certificates (T-4)* 63 holding Teacher^ Certificates (T-5) based upon
five years of college work; 15 held Provisional or SV-4 Certificates;
and 73 held IVofessioneLl or SV-5 Certificates*
In 1951-52* 32 Jeanes teachers held Teacher's certificates; 63 held
Teachers certificates (T-S) based upon five years of college work; 14
held Provisional Supervisors' Certificates (SV-4); and 79 held Pro¬
fessional Supervisor's certificates (SV-5)*
Financial Support of Jeanes Work Table 10
The Jeanes Fund paid the total cost of the salary and expenses of a
Jeanes teacher in the early years of the ‘^eanes program in Georgia*
1912-13 was the first year public funds were edloeated for the program*
The public funds increased from |400 in 1912-13 to $234*040 by 1948-49*
It is to be noted that in 1930-31* each county in Georgia employing
Jeanes teachers assumed a reasonable peirt of the work for the school
year* ranging from *084 per cent to 51 per cent of the total cost*
Salaries of **eanes Teachers Table 11
The salaries of Jeanes teachers changed from yesu* to year during the
period 1927—1939* After 1937-38* iriien the state teachers' salary went
into affect* there was an appreciable increase because the salaries of
Jeanes teachers were based on the state schedule of teachers' ssdaries*
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Cumulative Finanoial Support Table 12
Beglmiing in 1908 the *^eams program was supported solely by the
Jeanes Fund* Over the 40 year period the Jeemes Fund allocation
increased to |313,853« The public funds mounted from no funds in 1908
to |1,482«283 as of 1948-49 to show a total of $1,796*136 expenditures
for the Jeanes program that year* There was a cumulative number of
1*447 Jeanes teachers over the 40 year period*
Operationed Expenditures Per County Table 13
Durlxig the year of 1948-1949* the minimum of public expenditures for
Jeanes teachers per county was $2412* and the maximum was $3705* for an
averaigo expenditure of $2790 per county fcrthe Jeanes program*
Operational Expenditures Per Teacher Table 14
In 1949-50* the minimum amount of public expenses per teacher was
$2255 and the maximum was $3705* for an average expenditure of $2895 per
teacher for the Jeanes program.
Appropriations eind Grants Table 15
In 1950-1951 the General Education Board granted and appropiated
$1200*00 for the expenses and salaries of Jeeuaes teachers and $100 for
their meetings and conferences in the state of Georgia*
Travel Allowance
Of the 64 counties in Georgia employing Jeanes teachers for the year
1943-44* only one county paid a travel allowance in addition to the
regular salsury* Carroll County paid $250 for travel above the regular
salary for the Jeanes tecusher*
Number of Schools Directed By Jeanes Teachers Table 16
For the school year 1951-52* 561 or 37 par cent of the schools
supervised by Jeanes teachers were one-teacher schools; 299 or 19*8 per
cent were two-teacher schools; 126 or *083 per cent were three-teacher
schools; 52 or *034 per cent were four-teacher schools; 185 or *122 per
cent were five to eight-teacher schools supervised; and 291 or *192 per
cent were nine-teacher and over. The toted number of schools supervised
by 95 Jeemes teachers in Georgia for the year 1951-1952 was 1,514*
Supervisory Activities Performed By Jeanes Teachers Table 17
For the current year 1962-53 the supervisory activities performed by
Jeanes teewhers were as follows* 70 or *93 per cent identified and solved
problems* held individual conference with teachers and made reccmunendations
for promotions; 72 or *96 suggested desirable changes in instructing
pupils and guiding teachers in unit planning; 71 or 94 assisted with
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planning and conducting study groups, pent bulletins and suggested
teaching materials to teachersi 73 or 97 per cent assisted in the organ¬
isation of county^de teachers' meetings, and invited outside guest con¬
sultants; 68 or 90 per cent -worked -with P*T.A« and other school of-
fioisds and kept progress repoirts on teahhers; 69 or 92 per cent
assisted in constructing educational objectives and setting up a calen¬
dar plan for carrying out programs; 75 or 100 per cent helped the
teachers to expand projects; helped the teachers to make out daily
programs, and assisted in selecting supplementary teaching aids; 65 or
• 89 per cent were held accountable for textbooks; 13 or 17 par cent
selected teachers alone*
Administrative Activities of Jeanes Supervisors Table 18
The following administrative activities were performed by Jeanes
teachers in Georgia for the current year, 1952-1953; 75 or 100 per cent
of the Jeanes teachers helped to secure an adequate staff, made reports
to superintendents, made recommenda-bions concerning physical equipment,
secured substitute teachers and were help responsible for carryiiag on
testing programs; 65 or 36 per cent were held responsible for requi-
sitlng textbooks and othor supplies; 13 or 17 per cent made recommenda¬
tions for promotions.
Public Rela-tions Aoti-vities of Jeanes Teachers Table 19
The following public relations activities were performed by Jeeines
Teachers in Georgia for the current year, 1952-1953; 75 or 100 per cent
helped teachers improve oommuni-ty status, encoxiraged teacher partici¬
pation in church, civic, and community orgemizations; 57 or 76 per cent
addressed community organizations; 70 or 93 per cent conferred -with
teachers on personal -welfare; 63 or *34 per cent conducted exhibits; and
68 or *90 per cent conducted conferences*
Memberships in Professional Organizations Table 20
For the current year 1952-53 , 26 or .35 per cent of the Jecmes
teachers were membe-'s of -the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development; 66 or <38 per cent -were members of -tiie Georgia Teachers
Educational wAssoclation; and 75 or 100 per cent -were members of their
local teacher's organization*
Number of Months Worked ^y Jeanes Teachers Table 21
Beginning -with 1909 -the Jeanes teachers -worked on ein average of 5*50;
1910-1943, they worked on an average of 9 months; 1943-1944 they -worked
on an average of 10*25 months; 1944-1945 they -worked on an average of
11*25 months; 1945-1949 they worked on sua average of 12 mon-ths; and 1949-
1952 they worked on an a-verage of 10 months*
Ages of Jeanes Teachers Table 22
As of 1952-1953 the ages of Jeanes teachers ranged firom a low of 25
years to a high of 65 years, -with a mean of 45 yeairs*
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Teaching Positions Held % Jeanes Teachers Table 23
Teeushing experiences of Jeanes teachers in various positions were
reported as followst 10 or *13 per cent of the Jeanes teachers presently
^ployed in Georgia had worked as high school principal} 28 or *27 per
cent had worked as high school teachers ard elementary sohool principals;
and 53 or *71 per cent had worked as elementary sohool teachers*
Teaching Bcperienoes of Jeanes Teachers Table 24
The teaching experiences of Jeanes teachers in Georgia for 1952-1953
ranged from the lowest of 3 years* to the highest of 10 years emd over*
with an average of 6 years*
Supervisory Program in Terms of Levels
The Jeemes teachers worked mainly with elementary schools during the
beginning years of the supervisory program* Of the 7-5 Jeanes teachers 55
or *73 per cent worked in the high schools of Georgia*
Implioationa of The Miiaimum Foundation and Extended School Program
The Minimum Foundation Program and the Extended Sohool Program will
serve as a bridge for continuous growth eind development for supervisors*
principals* teachers* children and lay groups in Georgia* They will
serve as a support for Improving instruction in the schools of Georgia*
The Minimum Foundation Program means better facilities and instructional
material that will enable teau^hers to widen their vision* broaden their
culture and teach those things which are basic and fundamental to the
needs of Individuals and groups* It means that supervision will assist
the teachers in realising the value of their training* insight*
knowledges* skills* and personalities idiioh will Increase their pro¬
fessional strength as well as improve their services in Georgia*
Conclusions*— It would appear that the analysis and interpretation
of the data of this research warrant the conclusions idiloh are to follow*
1* The Jeanes teacher program as it appears today is the cumulative
result of the interests* efforts* and contributions throughout a
period of forty-four years of men* women* foundations* and
agencies of vision and fsdth in our American social and ”way-of-
life."
2* The Jeanes teacher program has been promoted and maintained for
the most peurt by six educational foundations: (1) the Jeemes Fund*
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(2) the Slater Fund, (3) the General Education Board, (4) the
Juliua Roeenwald Fund, (5) the Phelps-Stokee Fund, and (6) the
Garniege Corporation*
3* The development of the Jeanee teacher program in Georgia has been
marked most uniquely and most significantly through direction and
guidance of the activities pertaining thereto three men, to
wit* Dr# Dillard, Chairman of Jeanes Fund; Dr. Dixon, the first
Stats Agent for Negro schools in Georgia and currently Director of
the Southern Education Foundation; and Dr* Cousins, the present
Director of the Division of Negro Education in Georgia ahose
yeoman services for the period of 1934-1953 has witnessed the full
fruition of the Jeanes teacher program in the state*
4* The development of the Jeanes teacher program in Georgia in its
immediate and "work-a-day" factors and influences of abiding
vision and faith, boundless and untiring effozi;8, and the fullest
sacrifice of self, services, and life has been the direct and
immediate impact of the corps of Negro women idio have made up the
Jeanes Supervisory Personnel throughout the forty-four years of
the program’s growth*
5* The developaent of the Jeanes teacher program in Georgia has been
made possible cuui fruitful by the understanding of, faith in, and
co-operation with the program on the part of the Superintendents
of Schools in county and city school systems who have joined in
concerted effoi*t with the interested Foundations and Agencies,
and the laboring supervisors in sustaining the program down the
years*
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6* The Jeanes Supervisors have met the challenge of increasing the
efficiency and effectiveness of the teaching-learning situations
in the schools of Georgia by themselves advancing the levels of
their academic and professional training to the accepted minimum
of competence set by educational experts. Further, they have
gone ahead heightnlng the level of personal qualifications of
character and citizenship to be demanded of the members of the
core of Jeanes Supervisors in Georgia.
7. The Jeanes Teacher Program in Georgia, during its forty-four
years of existence has been on of, if not the most, single
potent factor and/ or influence in the upgrading of the level of
educational arrangements for the Negro children and youth in the
state of Georgia.
8. The Jeanes Teacher Program in Georgia has been most successful in
developing the philosophy of implem«iting the community resources:
personal, social, and physical, into the educational program of
various school systems in the state of Georgia. This, perhaps,
is the most unique contribution of the Jeanes program to educa¬
tional theory and practice, not only for the state, but for the
entire xiation.
Recommendations.— Pertinent recommendations as derived from the data
of this research follow:
1. It is recommended that the Jeanes teachers and the school princi¬
pals in Georgia should make a oonoo'ted effort to arrive at an
understandable and pragmatic basis of co-operative humem relations
vdiioh will make possible the fullest utllzation of the training
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and ability of each in carrying on the mutual obligation of
directing the educative processes and educational programs of the
Negro schools of Georgia*
2* It is recommended that a more comprehensive procedure of record¬
keeping and report-mating bo formulated in the State Department
of Education Tnhereby a more accurate and continuing record may be
kept of the Jeanes Teacher Program in Georgia*
3* It is recommended that the state officials (executive euad legis¬
lative) should seriously consider the ”need'* for the continuance
of the Minimum Foundations and the Extended School Programs in
Georgia as essential areas in the total educational program of
providing the best for the children and Jiouth of the state of
Georgia*
4* It is reccaimended that at the city and counly levels there should
be more emphasis placed upon keeping the fullest possible system
of ’’records" and ’’reports" and "interpretations" of the Jeanes
teacher program* if the true and accurate history of the Jeeuies
Program in Georgia is to be available in the years ahead*
EPILOGUE
The chief state officiaTb interest in extending professional super¬
vision in the counties of Georgia from 1908, has been a unifying force
in establishing in the educational world of Georgia the supervisory
program of Jeanes teachers as a process Involving an unusally effective
instructional program*
Cannot the educational foundations and the state officials which have
sustained the Jeanes Program Tdio have directed it, regard with pleasure
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their associations and cooperative achievement with so useful a group?
Despite the progress noted much remains to he done if all schools in
Georgia are to have the services of such supervisors to supplement
other efforts now being made to help teachers, especially the young and
inexperienced teachers employed, to grow in effectiveness and to provide
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A STUDY OF THE JEANES SUPERHSOE PERSOMEL IN TEE STATE OF GEORGIA
To the Jeamee Supervisor of Schools
Dear Madam:
The State Board of Education. Division of Negro Education, through its
Director of Jeanes Supervisors. Mrs* M* D* Demps^. is co-operatiz^ in the
sponsorship of a complete study of the present Jeanes Supervisory Personnel
serving the Elementary Schools for Negroes in Georgia* The purpose of this
study is to collect all of the essential facts concerning every Jeanes
Supervisor working with the public elementeuy «uid secondeiry schools for
Negroes in the state* To acocmiplish this purpose, it has been necessary to
resort to a questionnaire to each individual engaged in this type ot public
school work in the State of Georgia, for the school year of 1952*195S*
The questionnaire which accompanies this letter seeks to gather only simple
and objective information vhich will give a complete picture of the Status
of the Jeanes Supervisors serving the schools of Georgia, and is without
regard to any personal import for or about ary individual supervisor* Hence,
it is felt that you will not have any particular hesitancy in properly fill¬
ing out the questionnaire and returning it in the self-addressed and stamped
envelope enclosed herewith*
It will be appreciated if you can find it convenient to return the question¬
naire - properly executed - by November 25. 1952* The Itons on the
questionnaire have been arranged in such detail that correct responses can
be indicated by a check or number in most oases, thereby reducing the effort
of writizig to a minimvon of time and energy required so to do* The average
time required for filling out the questionnaire will hardly exceed thirty
(30) minutes*
I am sure that you will appreciate the significance of this type of re8e8u*ch
in carrying forward the educational program of the State of Georgia* While
this undertaking means some work for everybody concerned. I am certain that
the results will repsy every effort on the part of every individual who
participates* Mcy we have your hearty and immediate co-operation in this
enterprise? Thanks very much*
Very truly yours.
Robert L* Cousins
Director Negro Division of Education
(Mrs*) M* D* Dempsey
State Consultant of Elementary Schools
Irma S* Field
Research Student
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE STATUS OF RURAL-SCHOOL SUPERVISION IN
GEORGIA FOR TEE SCHOOL YEAR 1953-1S54
Please answer by filliaag in blanks with correct words or by checking (x)
in the proper place*
Name .^dress






6* Other Adults Humber
f* Other Children,^ Number
2* Indicate with an (x) your
Father's Occupation:
a* Feirmer g* ShoeBiaker__
b* Office Worker__ h* Morticieu^
c* Salesman i* Preacher
d* Carpenter j* R*R*Worker
e* Doctor k* Unskilled '





a* Housewife g* Laundress









4* Check members of your family
employed* Ocoas-










6* Indicate with cross (x) your
Religious Preference:
a* ( ) Roman Catholic
b* ( ) Presbyterian
o* ( ) Methodist
d* ( ) Baptist
e* ( ) Lutherem
f* ( ) Congregational
g* ( ) Any Other
6* If you have no religious pre¬
ference, put a cross in the
space below*







8* Indicate the age group below
which best represents your age












9* Write below the type of teach¬
ing certificate you have regis¬
tered with the State Depitrtment*
Indicate only the highest!
(a) Type of Teacher's Certifi¬
cate held
(b) Applies only to holders of
the Bachelor Degree flb.o
have done graduate work.10.Indicate the institution in
vdiioh you. have esirned most of
your graduate credit. Check
only one Institution.
( ) Columbia University
( ) Cornell University
( ) University of Chicago
( ) University of Michigan
( ) University of New York
( ) State University of Iowa
( ) Ohio State University
( ) Fisk University
( ) Atlanta University
( ) Howard University
( ) Hampton Institute
( ) Any other not named above
11. Applies to all idio have taught
in more than tne community. If
you have taught in a town or city
other than the one in which you
are now working* indicate with
a cross (x) the population group
to which the city belongs in
which you taught just before




(d) 2000 and over
12. Indicate the population group
to which the city belongs in




(d) 2000 and over






(e) Local Teachers* Organi¬
sation (Couhty )
14. Indicate in the space below
the number of hours per day
given to office work:15.Indicate in the space below
the diqr of the work given to
office work
16. Check the correct answers
in ppaces below:
Yes No
(a) Is office space
available?
(b) Do you have
clerical ser¬
vice? ___ —
17. State your toted teaching
yeeirs experiences in years:
year (s)
18. Indicate with a cross (x) the










(i) 9 years(j)lO years
and over
19• Check the following guest!oiist
(a) Do you have a B. S« Degree?
(b) Do you have a A* Degree?
Yes No
20* Indicate the number of years of experience you have had in the
following positions!
and
(a) High School Frlnoi]^
(b) High School Teacher
(o) Elem* Sch* Principal
(d) Elem* School Teacher
123456789 10 11 over
fT ( TTTTTTTTTTTT ) TTTTTTT7
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
21« Indicate the total number of semester hours of graduate credit in
each of the following areasx
1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 16 or more
(a) School Administration r ) C ) T” ) "T )
(b) Supervision of Blem*
) ( ) ) (School Subjects ( ( ) ( )
(o) Supervision of high
) ( ) ( ) (School Subjects ( ) ( )
22* Indicate the data as grouped belowx
(a) Name of Count (y)ies xdiere you serve
(b) Number of Teachers supervised! Total Elem« H«S»
(c) Number of Schools supervised: Total Elern* H«S»
(d) Total number of pupils enrolled in
the Schools you iupervisei Total Girls Bovs








As Supervieioni Do you~
!• Assist -with the plamiiiag &
oondueting on study
group meetings?
2* Assist in organization of
County-wide Teachers'
Meetings?
3* Assist teachers in select¬
ing supplementary teeushing
aids?
4« Make supervisory visits to
classrooms? (on request
or impromoptu)
5* Give demonstrations? (In¬
structional material)
6« Send bulletins and suggest¬
ed materials to teachers?
7* Hold Individual conferences
with teedihers after or
following visits?
8* Work with P*T«A» k other
officials of the school?
9* Keep progress report on
teachers?
10* Assist with personal pro¬
blems?
11« Invite outside consul¬
tants?
12* Help the teachers to iden¬
tify and solve probloas?
13* Suggest professional books*
magazines & other articles
to teachers?
14* Construct list of general
educational objectives?
IS* Help the teacher to make
out daily program?
16* Suggest desirable changes
in ways of instructing
pupils?
17* Help teachers plan projects?
18* Guide teachers in making
plans & teaching units?
19* Set up a calendar plan for
osurying out program?
Indicate by












X if duty is












Supervision* Cont'd* Do you—
20* Encourage teachers to ex¬
pand projects udiich they
have initiated with
reasonable success?
6» Administration* Do you—
!• Help to secure an adequate
staff?
2« Compile and make reports?
3* Be Besponsible for requisi¬
tioning textbooks and other
supplies?
4* Held accountable for text¬
books?
5a Responsible for carrying
on a testing program?
6a Keep Individual folders on
teachers?
7a Plsin emd schedule activities
•with teachers?
8a Help to proTTide materials
for the professional growth
of teachers?
9a Use invited speakers for
inspirational meetings?
10a Administer the testing program?
11a Assist in the improvement of
school-community relationships?
12a Help teachers with broad and
suggestive recommenda'ti ons?
13a Assis teachers in making a
surv^ of communi'ty resources
for curriculum development?
14a Inspect emd make recommenda¬
tions concerning physical
equipments?
15a Make special reports to the
superintendents?
i6a Address professional groups?
17a Serve on eduoationaJ. committees^
18a Prepare news articles for the
local paper?
19a Assist in school building
plans?
20a Organise an effective plan
for distributing supplies




!• Hare oonfereuoes with supt*?
2» Confer mth #upt» concern¬
ing plaoement and changing
of staff m^abers?
3* Hake reports to 9upt«?
4* Discuss all school business
with supt* alone?
5* Request meeting with supt*?
6« Extend an invitation to Supt
to various school programs?
D* Staff Personnel« Do you—
!• Advise with fiupt* on selec¬
tion of teachers?
2« Select teachers alone?
3* Hake recommeddations for
promotions and dismissals?
4* Confer with applicants
for positions?
5* Get iubstitutes when
teachers eure absent?
E* Public Relations? Do you—
!• Help teachers Improve
community standing?
2* Address community groups
€md civic organizations?
3* Encourage teachers to parti¬
cipate in church* club* and
other civic organizations?




6« Confer with teachers on
personal welfare?







































1* Hold office hours for
teachers seekixig help?
2* Hold instructional group
meetings with new teachers^
3* Send out mimeographed
materials?
4* Plan with new teachers in¬
dividually?
5* Be professional in schedul¬
ing and keeping appoint¬
ments?
PART III
ALLOTMENT OF SUPERVISOR TIME
State the Amount of time (in minutes) spent in the performance of the du-^
























12* Reports to Supt*
13* News Articles for
local paper
14* Conferences with Supt«
15* Addresses to community
groups
16« Making plans for
school year
state the amount of time (in minutes) spent in the performanoe of the duty


















23. Addresses to pro-
fessionsd groups




26. Field Day Programs ””””1
27. Conferezices with
Principals








33. Working with civic
organizations
Aotivities not specified inrite in below:
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
